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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis we prove that a (geodesically) complete, asymptotically 
Euclidean, static perfect fluid space-time with connected fluid reglon and 
satisfying the time-like convergence condition lS diffeomorphic to R3 x R . 
It is believed that such a space-time would be spherically symmetric at 
least for physically reasonable conditions on the density function p and 
the pressure function p . 
The above assertion (that the space-time lS diffeomorphic to IR 3 x R ) 
has been claimed In [LBJ provided the Poincare conjecture lS valid. In fact 
a theorem due to Gannon [G1J says that such a space-time is diffeomorphic to 
N x R where N lS a simply connected complete 3-manifold . The asymptotic 
conditions then imply that N has the same homotopy as R3 ([LBJ) . Thus 
Gannon ' s result reduces the question to proving the non-existence of fake 
3-cells in N (in particular it would give the full result if ~he 3 
dimensional Poincare conjecture were known to be true). 
Proving the non-existence of fake 3-cells in an appropriate class of 
asymptotically Euclidean Riemannian 3-manifolds is thus the main point of 
this thesis . 
The main arguments needed for this are glven In Chapter II and Chapter 
III of the thesis . In Chapter II we point out that the theorem of Meeks, 
Simon and Yau (Theorem 1 in [MSYJ) applied in the present context, glve s (in 
case there are fake 3-cells) a totally geodesic embedded sphere not 
intersecting the "fluid region" where p + p > 0 The argument to show 
this is similar to an argument of Frankel and Galloway [FGJ (who also used 
the existence theorem of [MSYJ), but here we need an additional approximation 
argument to make the appropriate stability statement. In the appendix to 
Chapter II we give an alternative approximation argument based on convergence 
(v) 
of sequences {Ik } of smooth compact surfaces In a Riemannian 3-manifold 
(N, g) , where lS stable minimal In the smooth metrics k g 
approximating the Cl,l metric g . We believe the results here are of 
some independent interest . 
In Chapter III we use an argument (inspired partly by an argument of 
Robinson [R] from his proof of spherical symmetry of the exterior 
Schwarchild solution) to prove that there cannot exist a totally geodesic 
embedded sphere which does not intersect the fluid reglon . Combined with 
the result of Chapter II , this completes the proof of the main theorem 
(1 . 1) for Riemannien 3- manifolds . 
In Chapter IV we give Gannon ' s proof of simple connectedness modified 
to handle the case of Cl , l metric and we complete the proof of the maln 
result for static perfect fluid space - times . 
In Chapter V we consider various generalizations of the maln theorem 
(1 . 1) . In particular , the topology of suitable space-like hypersurfaces In 
a certain class of space-times, not necessarily static or perfect fluid, lS 
investigated . 
CHAPTER I 
BASIC NOTATION AND STATEMENT OF THE MA IN THEOREM 
1.1. Notation and Conventions 
With regards to tensor notation we use the following conventions . 
Italic cap i tal indices A , B , C, ... run from 0 to 3 , Greek 
indices a , S, y , ... run from 1 to 3 and Italic indices a , b, c , 
run from 2 to 3 . 
In local co - o r d i nat es , fo r a metric gaS the Ricci curvature lS 
lS the Riemann curvature tensor . For a 
vector field we have Here , denotes 
covariant differentiation in the g metric . 
Let L be a smooth surface embedded in the smooth three dimensional 
00 
Riemannian manifold (N , g) . (By smooth we shall mean c . ) In local 
coordinates II indicates covariant differentiation with respect to the 
induced connection on L . For a tensor T belonging to the tensor bundle 
of L we have 
Ta . .. 
y ... lls on 
where T lS a local extension of T In a neighbourhood of L In N , and 
where h - gaS - nanS h
a 
-
aOh on L n being the unit normal 
as 
- , - g oS , S a 
form on L Clearly haSn - 0 haS - 0 . - , lis - . a 
The second fundamental form A of L lS the tensor 
- hV~h~Qn , where 
\..N IJ V ; ~ 
curvature H - A gas 
as 
form : IAI2 = AaSAas . 
n 
a 
IAI 
lS any local extension of n 
a 
In N • Mean 
denotes the length of the second fundamental 
1 
2 
The Riemann curvature of the induced metric on L lS denoted by hR 
aSyeS 
where 
haS a a 
R SyeSY = Y II eSy - Y II yeS 
for all vector fields Y on L The indices are raised uSlng g . We 
include the embedding equations for easy reference. 
Gauss' equation: - R€ ha h P h~ hV Aa A Aa_A P~V € S y eS + Y SeS - o-Sy · 
Contracted Gauss' equation: hR R 2 . () a S = - Rlc g aSn n + 
R being respectively the scalar curvatures of Land N . 
For a vector field Y on N , yl p denotes its value at a point 
and 
pEN . g( , ) denotes the inner product on the tangent space of Nand 
< , ) denotes the corresponding induced inner product on L . In general 
the induced inner product on the tensor bundles of Nand L will be 
denoted by g( , ) and by < , ) respectively. 
tensor field T defined on 
restriction of T on £;2 • 
£; c N and for I 
ITI2 == g eT, T) . For a 
TI £;2 denotes the 
ILl denotes the area (that lS the usual two dimensional Hausdorff 
measure H2 . , lI) IV ) .of considered as a submanifold of the Riemannian 
manifold (N, g) . denotes the area of a surface s In 
denotes the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure in Rn . 
V and 6 will respectively denote the gradi ent operators and the 
Laplacian on (N, g) . VL and 6 L are the corresponding operators on L 
with respect to the induced metric . 4V and 46 will respectively denote 
the gradient operators and the Laplacian for the four dimensional Lorentz 
metric 4 g of a spacetime (M, 4 g) . 
3 
For a curve y : [a, b] ~ N , parametrized by t , (d/dt)y1t denotes 
the tangent vector at yet) . 
For subsets and of a topological space T , S cc S 1 2 means 
that sl lS a compact subset of s2 where sl is the closure of sl In 
T. sl ~ s2 denotes the set of points In sl but not In s2 . 
lS the open ball In R3 with radius R and centre at 3 x E IR • 
denotes the open disk In R2 with radius R and centre at 2 x E R . 
For a bounded, open, connected subset of k ~ ° , 
A E (0, 1) , denotes the space of ck functions on ~ whose kth order 
partial derivatives are locally Holder continuous In ~ with exponent A 
denotes the space of functions whose kth order partial 
derivatives are locally Lipschitz continuous In ~ For 1 S P < 00 , 
wk,p(~) denotes the Sobolev space; that lS, wk ,p(~) lS the set of all 
k times weakly differentiable functions u In ~ such that Dau E LP(~) 
for all I al S k . For a function 111 'fI , supp 1JJ denotes its support . 
1.2. The Main Theorem 
The maln theorem we prove is the following . 
1 . 1 . THEOREM. Asswrrptions : 1.-S a 00 C simply 
connected three dimensional differentiable manifold with a complete 
Riemannian metric g satisfying the following conditions : 
satisfies 
1 .2 
and 
1 .3 ~ V = V<P 2 ., 
where denotes the covariant differentiation for g ., ~ l.,S the . , 
Laplacian for g ., V l.,S a locally Cl , l positive function on N ., 
<PI ' CP2 are bounded measurable functions on N , and <P,,:=: 0 . (The above 
L 
equations are assumed to hold almost everywhere In N . ) 
(b ) There exists an open connected set Qc N such that 
ess > 0 f or all compact K c Q, and N ~ Q . 
(c) The r e exists an open connected set NO c N such that No . l.,S 
compact and N~ N 
o l.,S diffeomor phic to where l.,S the closed 
unit ball centered at the orl.,gl.,n and., with respect to the standard 
co- ordinate system l.,n R3 ., we have ., on N~ N 
o ' 
'dg 
1.4 gar> = oar> + o(ixl -A) and d:: = o(lxl-1- A) 
1 
for some A E (0 , 1) , where Ixl - [a~l (xa) 2)'> + = . 
Assertion : N l.,S topologically R3 and hence diffeomorphic to R3 . 
1.5. Remark. Henceforth the co - ordinate system In (c) above will be 
referred to as the asymptotic co-ordinate system . 
1.6. Remark. On N ~ Q we have ~V = O . Hence on N ~ Q, V lS 
locally 2 ' 1-1 C , 1-1 E (0 , 1) (see the paragraph following 3 . 9 in Chapter 
4 
III) . It is shown in Chapter III that when Q is compact , by virtue of 1 . 4 
we have in the asymptotic co-ordinate system , 
1 . 7 C 2 n -_ 0 ( I x I -1- S) , V - Cl - r;r + n , where 
and [R-3 J a2n 2f - o (R- 3- S) for some S E (0, 1) - , axCXaxT N3RrvNR 
constants C > 0 1 and C2 ::: 0 . Here NR C 
N lS such that In the 
asymptotic co-ordinate system , N rv N R - IR3 rv B R( 0 ) Without loss of 
generality we write 1.7 as 
1 .8 m V=l -lxT+ n where m > 0 and n lS as above. 
It lS well-known that when m - 0 and ¢l tends to 0 at infinity , then 
g is flat . To see this we note that In this case 1 . 3 and 1 . 8 imply 
v = constant . Hence by 1.2 we have Ric(g)cxS = ~lgcxS' The 
contracted Bianchi identity for g (see (Al) in Appendix A) then 
5 
implies that ~1 - constant Thus ~l = 0 and g is Ricci flat and hence 
flat . 
1.9. Remark. The contracted Bianchi identity for g implies that 
~2 - 41 is a Lipschitz function on Nand 
(see Appendix A) . For simplicity we put 
1 . 11 
¢ - 4 = 16TIp 21' 
where the factor 16TI has been used in accordance with the usual convention 
of Physics Literature and has no significance here . It follows from 1 . 10 
that p and p are functions of V and 
1 . 12 
at least when v-let) and v-let) rv {x E N I VV(x) - O} are connected sets 
6 
for each t E Range V and the critical set C - {x E N I VV(x) - O} has 
H3 measure zero (see Appendix A for details) . 
It is shown in [KS] that if Q lS compact and p lS non- negative then 
p cannot be a Lipschitz function of p unless p = O . In [KS] it is 
assumed that V has one critical point , and the argument lS as follows : 
u 
we put V - e Then uSlng -Kp < p(O) - pcp) for some constant K we 
get , from 1 . 12 , 
This impl i es , fo r u < 
u (l+K)u r 0 
( ) (l+K)u < ( ) 0 () (l+K)Sd p u e _ p u e + poe S . 
o J u 
Now suppose u = u o on the boundary dQ of Q . 
p - 0 on N ~ Q and , by 1 . 10 , P lS continuous . Thus 
1 . 13 
Also by applying the 
Hence if p(O) 0 --
( ) (l+K)u < p u e p (0 ) 
maXlmum principle 
we have , by 1 . 13 , 
(l+K)Sd e S . 
to 1 . 3 we get u < e _ 
- 0 Q p - In Slnce -
uo 
e 
p 
In 
lS 
be non-negative . Thus if dp/dp is bounded then either p must 
Jump discontinuity at dQ or (N, g) is flat by virtue of 1 . 10 . 
slnce 
Q . 
assumed 
have a 
to 
We give an alternative argument which does not need the assumptions on 
the critical points of V . If P is a Lipschitz function of p then 1 . 10 
and 1 . 3 give 
( dp I l' B 6.p + 2 + dp J V V ' P; B - -4TI (p+p )(P+3p) SO . 
Now p vanishes outside Q and Hence by the (generalize d) 
strong maximum principle (Theorem 8 . 19 in [GT]) , p = 0 . 
1.14. Remark. The assumption P2 > 0 in (b) is not necessary In case 
Q lS unbounded . This is because in this case , if a sphere seN with 
S n Q - ¢ bounds the compact manifold-with-boundary N c N 
1 then 
Nl n Q = ¢ (since , by hypothesis Q lS connected ; for details see Remark 
3 . 1 in Chapter III ). Hence Case II in the proof of Theorem 3 . 22 cannot 
occur automatically . The proof of Case II uses 1 . 8 and that V < 1 on 
N ~ Q. The condition ~2 ~ 0 enables us to use the maximum principle to 
deduce that V < 1 on N and also to determine the slgn of C2 In 1 . 7 . 
1 . 15 . Remark. A physical example where g and V . . are plecewlse 
and P lS disconti nuous across aQ lS the static stellar model described 
in [KSJ and [LJ . Our asymptot i c conditions are slightly more general than 
those given in [ KS J or [ KJ. In particular (when Q is compact) we have 
deduced the asymptotic expression 1 . 7 for V instead of assuming it . 
1.16. Remark. Further generalizations of Theorem 1 . 1 are glven In 
Chapter V. In particular alternative definitions for "Q" are glven In 
Section 5 . 1 . 
7 
8 
CHAPTER II 
THE STABILITY INEQUALITY 
2.0. 
In this chapter we use a theorem of Meeks , Simon and Yau (Theorem 1 in 
[MSYJ) regarding the existence of minimal surfaces in 3-manifolds to prove 
that either N is topologically Euclidean or there exists an embedded 
totally geodes ic sphere In N ~ Q. The proof i s essentially a straight -
forward modification of a result due to Frankel and Galloway (corollary to 
Theorem 1 in [ FGJ ). However, Slnce the metric i s only Cl,l In our case, 
we have to deduce a suitable form of the "stability inequality" involving 
the Ricci curvature which, in our case , lS only defined almost everywhere 
and hence does not, In general , make sense on the minimal surface . 
2. 1 . 
Let C denote the collection of all connected compact C2 
2-dimensional surfaces - without-boundary embedded in N , and let Cl denote 
the collection of compact embedded surfaces L such that each component of 
L is an element of C . Given L E C we let T(L) be the collection of 
A A isotopic all L such that L lS t o L Vla a smooth isotopy : 
1JJ . [0 , lJ x N -+ N where 
(i) 1JJ O(x) 
- 1JJ(0 , x) - 1 (x) 1 being the identity map on - - , 
- N LV 
N , 
(ii) 1JJ
t 
' defined by 1JJ
t
(x) = 1JJ(t , x) , (t, x) E [0 , lJ x N , 
lS a diffeomorphism of N onto LV ; 
(iii) 1JJ IN ~ K = 1 for t E [0 , lJ t N~K for some compact set 
KeN independent of t . 
We shall say that a two-sided surface SEC lS area minimizing if 
there exists d > 0 such that 
2. 1 lsi < inf 
A 
LE I (S) 
A 
LC{xEN!dist(x ,S)<d} 
Now from the asymptotic conditions (cJ in the hypothesis of the maln 
Theorem 1 . 1 it follows that there exists a smooth sphere S 
r 
In N - Q 
glven by Ixl - r In the asymptotic co - ordinate system such that the mean 
9 
curvature of S 
r 
In ( N , g ) wi th respect to the outward normal is strictly 
positive . Let Nl be the s i mp l y connect ed compact submani fold of N with 
boundary S 
r 
(that lS , 
- IR 3 r-v B (0 ) ). 
r 
Then 
In asymptotic co- ordinate system 
2.2 THEOREM [ MSY ]. Either Nl ~s diffeomorphic to a closed unit 
ball in IR3 or there exists a a E (0 , 1) ~ embedded area 
minimizing minimal sphere S in the interior Nl of Nl . 
Proof of 2.2. It is a particular case of the more general fundamental 
existence theorem (Theorem 1) in [MSY] . We note that the only places In 
the proof of the latter theorem where the smoothness of the metric is used 
are in the definition of homogeneous regularity and in the arguments 
relating to homothetic expansion on page 639 . (As an alternative method we 
can avoid the use of the above theorem for Cl,l metric altogether and can 
directly apply the smooth metric verSlon of this theorem (which is proved In 
[MSY]) to a sequence of smooth metrics approximating the Cl,l metric to 
prove our final theorem (2 . 8) of this chapter . This alternative approach lS 
glven in the appendix at the end of this chapter .) On page 639 in [MSY] 
it is assumed that N can be locally isometrically embedded in the 
Euclidean space . This can be avoided by considering local co-ordinates 
representation for N in the neighbourhood of a point Xo with the Cl,l 
10 
metric and where o lS 
the image of xO' The definition of homogeneous regularity can be 
modified by having a countable atlas with uniformly bounded Cl,l norm of 
the metric in each chart. By hypothesis N has such an atlas. Finally, we 
note that since N lS s imply connected there cannot be any embedded 
projective space In N (by Theorem 4.7 on page 108 in [H]). D 
We shall now deduce a suitable form of the "stability inequality" from 
2.1 and use this inequality to prove the existence of a totally geodesic 
embedded sphere SeN r~ Q In case N lS not topologically Euclidean. 
We take an l-parameter family {m} of dl'ffeomorphisms N ~ N ~t OStSl 2 2 
of some neighbourhood N2 of S In N such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
lS a 
x EN, 
2 
A 
- ~n , 
map : 
where ~ lS a smooth function with bounded C1 norm In N2 
smooth vector field on S such that for some glven S > 0 , 
A 
and n lS a 
and. for all vectors YET N 
x xES, nO being a 
unit normal vector field on S . 
Then df/dt1o = 0 Slnce S 
. . . . Also interval I. - (-l/j, l/j) (however lS area mlnlmlzlng. glven any -J 
small) about t - 0 and glven any t E I. we have - J 
f(t) - f( 0) r df rr d2f dsdt 0 < - at dt = - 0 o 0 ds 2 
Thus d2f/ds 2 > 0 on a subset A. c I. with A . having positive measure . - J J J 
11 
Now there exist C . cA . with C . having positive measure such that, 
J J J 
for all t E C. , 
J 
2 a L a gas/ax ax exists almost everywhere on St . 
this we consider the local chart (U . , <.p .) . Let B be the set 
~ ~ 
ix E Ui I x E 'Pt(S) , t E t ~ , R for sufficiently large J 
l 
and some 
Then 
To see 
by the co-area formula . Thus for almost all t E [-t, t] , H2(B n St) = 0 • 
For any t E C . 
- r 
)S 
t 
J 
we have the following second variation formula on 
2 
L 
a=l 
where La lS an orthonormal vector basis on St ' X - Cd/ds) (<.psCx») Is=t 
(v X)l lS the part of 
L 
a 
normal to St and (RC e , e ) e) lS the Riemann tensor. 
Restricting t to a subset D . 
J 
of C. with D. having positive 
J J 
measure , we have X - ~Cn+n) where n is the unit normal vector to St 
and where 2 I n I < E , 
have , for tED. , 
J 
2.3 0 < r~ ISsl1 - ds 2 )s=t 
= J 
St 
[g( Z, 
where At lS the second fundamental form of St and Ht lS the mean 
curvature of St . c 
This implies 
lS a constant depending only on Cl 
( 
JS 
t 
norm of ~ . 
12 
Now there exists E. c D. also with positive measure such that 1.2 and 1.3 
J J 
hold almost everywhere on St for all tEE .. 
J 
Hence taking a smooth ~ 
such that the Cl norm of (~-V) In N2 is less than E we get , for all 
tEE . , 
J 
2.4 Is t r JS t 
This implies, Slnce Vi S t lS W2 ,p (S t J ' 
2.5 ( 
JS 
t 
Now uSlng the following well known formula derived In Appendix B, 
2.6 
which also holds for V on St ' t E E . , we have 
J 
2.7 Is [v2[IAtI2+RicCg)(n, n))+v6v-vv;c<snC<n S) 
t 
I 
13 
continuous function in N with h > 0 In Q. Hence 
+ CS 
for all tEE .. 
J 
But Ej C ( - l/j , l/j) . Hence letting J ~ 00 and noting that S - So 
lS a min i mal surface we have 
where A lS the second fundamental form of S . Since h > 0 In Q we 
get that IAI = 0 and Is n QI = 0 Since S lS C2 we have proved the 
following theorem : 
2. 8 THEORE~1. Either N 1,S diffeomorphic to R3 or there exists a 
C2 ,a ~ a E (0 , 1) ~ embedded totally geodesic sphere S 1,n N ~ Q 
2.2. APPE NDIX: Some approximation results fo r embedded stable mini mal 
surfaces 
In this appendix we discuss convergence of sequences {~k} of stable 
minimal surfaces In N , where ~k lS stable minimal relative to a smooth 
metric k g approximating the metric g . This approximation is done 
in such a way that the relevant stability inequalities behave well under 
the limiting operation . We believe the results here are of some independent 
interest, and they also provide an alternative method for deducing the 
results of the above chapter . In particular we prove Theorem 2 . 8 by 
appealing only to the original (smooth metric) version of Theorem 2 . 2 which 
was proved in [MSY] . 
At first, following Schoen , Simon and Yau [SSY], we prove an L 5 
14 
estimate for the length of the second fundamental form of a compact stable 
minimal surface in a smooth Riemannian 3- manifold . Our aim is to get a 
uniform estimate for a sequence of such surfaces Ik with uniformly bounded 
area In the smooth Riemann i an manifolds k (N , g) having uniformly bounded 
k 
curvature and with g -+ g In the norm . The proof differs slightly 
from that of [SSY] In that we get rid of terms involving the third 
derivatives of the metrics by suitable integration by parts over the compact 
surfaces . Using the above curvat ure est i mate a compactness result (Lemma 
2 . 90) for the sequence {Ik } is obtained . Finally the compactness result 
lS used to glve an alternative proof of Theorem 2 . 8 . 
Curvature estimate 
~ 
2.9 LEMMA. Suppose I &s an embedded compact , stable minimal surface 
&n a 3- dimensional smooth Riemannian manifold (N , g) . Let IAI be the 
~ 
length of the second undamental form of I , R be the curvature 
aBoy 
tensor 0 (- , g) and 
metric . Then 
III~ be the area of I with respect to the induced g 
where 61 &s a constant depending only on the bound 
Proof of 2.9. e reproduce the proof In [SSY] except for the 
modification necessary In our case . 
~ 
Let n be the unit normal form on I and n be an extension of n 
a a a 
In a neighbourhood of I Differentiating covariantly the second 
fundamental form with respect to the induced connection 
~ 
on I we get 
15 
2. 11 
Here ; and II denote covariant differentiations with respect to the 
~ 
connection for g and the induced connection respectively, and 
~ 
The calculation becomes easy by noting that on ~ we 
have - 0 - a P and n n h = 0 , so that 
a;p B 
In (V -V- ) (P -p-)l a ' S' W' - n . 0 ,-n n , 0S ,-n n S' h h Sh v,P a a ., a W 
- -,W 
Differentiating covariantly 2.11 we get 
2. 12 
Now let be the curvature tensor of the induced metric . Then the 
commutation rule glves 
2. 13 
Hence from 2 .12 we have 
2 14 A [hV hP hO R nS ] hR AV _ hRv A 
. aSIlWIT = a S W vsop lilT + AawlIITS + avrrS W WITS av 
- [hV hP hO R nSJ + A + R hO hW hP AT + A A SAV 
a S W vsop ) lilT aw lilTs OTWP a IT B w aIT v W 
where we have used the Gauss ' equation 
2. 15 
2 .14 implies 
2. 16 
- [hV hP hOITR nS ] + A W + R hO hWWhP AT 
a S vsop lilT awlI S OTWP a S W 
+ A A VIT A - A I A I 2 - R h TWh P A ° - A A IT A v + A SA v A W 
aIT vS as OTWP B a VIT B a v a W 
16 
where we have used 1l'TT h I/a = 0 
A 11 - 0 and Codazzi ' s equation 
11 
2. 17 A 11 A 11 
a /Ill - 11 Iia 
we get 
2. 18 
Thus uSlng 
Contracting wi th A
aS 
and writing the terms involving the third derivatives 
of the metric i n divergence form we have 
2. 19 
Now from 2 . 11 we have 
AVP OR II VEOP 
Hence uSlng 2 . 17 we obtain , from 2 . 19 , 
2.20 
2 . 20 is equation 1 . 21 of [SSY] except that we have written the terms 
involving the third derivatives of the metric ~ in divergence form on L . 
Now at points where IAI # 0 we have , for any E > 0 , 
2.21 
This inequality is derived as follows . 
Without loss of generality we may assume that at a particular point 
• 
17 
-pEL , gaS = 0aS ' Aab lS diagonal for a , b E {2 , 3} and locally 
about p in - la 1 L , g = g = o · A = 0 for a E {I , 2 , 3} . Then , at p la a' la 
4IAI2(~~EIAI2_AaS~IAas) - IvEIAI 212 
- 4 J2 (Ace) 2 a ,b~m=2 (Aabllm) 2 4 m~2 [J2 AaaAaa1lm] [J2 AbbAbb11m] 
Now by triangle inequality, 
\{~b (Aabllal2) ~ v'C~b (Aaallbl2] - v'[a~b (Aaa llb -AabllaJ2] 
= v'C~b (Aaallbl2 ) - v'Ct2 (Aaa llb -Aablla) 2] 
= v'C~b (Aaallbl2] - v'C t2 (Ralbal2] 
where we have used 2 . 11 . Thus 
Hence for any s > 0 we have 
In the above we have used the fact that for A , B , C ~ 0 , 
VA ~ VB - VC~ A ~ Cl+s)-lB - Cs - l for any s > 0 . Hence we get 
2.22 4IAI2[~~EIAI2 _AaS~IAaS] - IVflAI212 
Again 
> 8!A!2[Cl+S)-1 L (Aaallb)2-2S0s-1] . 
al b 
1 8 
1~~IAI212 3 [J 2 A aaAaallm) 2 - 4 L -
m=2 
3 
[at (Aaa) 2)[A 2 (Abbllm) 2) < 4 L -
m=2 
- 41A12( L (Abb 11m) 2 + Ii (Abb lib) 2] -
b"l=m 
~ 
But Slnce I lS mi nimal we have , for c "l= b , 
A cc lib + Abb lib o . 
Thus 
IV~IAI212 < 41AI2r L (Abb 11m) 2 + b1c (Accllb) 2] - l..b "l=m 
- 81A 12 L (Abb 11m) 2 -
b"l=m 
Putting the above inequality in 2.22 we get 
Finally dividing by 41AI2 "1= 0 we get 2 . 21 . Hence uSlng the estimate 
R RaBya < B aBycS 0 
~ 
on I and 2 . 20 we have at points where IAI "1= 0 , 
2.23 117i:IAI12(1 + l~El S ~l\i:IAI2 + IAI4 + C1 VBo IAI2 + C2i30 + ~ BO 
where Cl and C2 are absolute positive constants . 
This inequality continues to hold globally in the distribution sense 
even if IAI vanishes at various points . Hence mUltiplying 2 . 23 with 
IA 1
2q ~ Cq > 0) , integrating over I and integrating by parts the last two 
terms we get 
2.24 IE IAI2qIV~IAI 12(1 + l!EJ 
< k 
- 2 I~ IAI2qll~IAI2 + If IAI2q(IAI4 + C1 VB;;- IAI2 + C2S0 
Hence uSlng 
and so on , we obtai n 
In the above and in what follows C , m E ~ , are absolute positive 
m 
constants . 
Next we consider the stability inequality 
2.26 for all o 1 ~ ~ E C ' (2:) • 
from 2 . 26 we get 
We add 2 . 25 and 2 . 27 and use 
to get 
19 
20 
+ Eq2 I~ IAI 2q lvIIAI 12 + Iz CS: O IAI 2q + II C7 ~ IA1 2+2q 
+ I~ IAI 2Q [C4 ~ IAI2 + CsSo + 4S0/E] . 
This implies , for some constant C > 0 , 
2.30 
From 2 . 27 and 2 . 30 we find L
5 
bound for IAI . We put q = ~ Then 
implies 
2.31 
for some positive number C{ = C{(So' E) . 
Putting q = ~ in 2 . 27 yields 
where C~ = C~(So) lS a constant . 
2 . 31 and 2 . 32 glve 
wi th new constant C ~ - C ~ (So) . 
Now for each EO > 0 Young's inequality glves 
for some positive constants C~ = C~(E O ' p) . Thus 2 . 33 implies 
2.34 
21 
Compactness result 
2.35 
2.36 
Let (N, g ) be a Ri emannian manifold having the following properties: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(N, g) admits a sequence {q. } 
1, 
of points and a countable 
atlas {U., ~ .} such that, for some fixed real number 
1, 1, 
R > 0 , 
. 
1, and the sets 
In the intersection U. n U. 
1, J 
also cover N . , 
the map - 1 ~i 0 ~j 
for all 
and 
their der i vatives (say up to order 4) are uniformly 
bounded for all 1, and J , 
(iii) there exi sts a constant Co independent of 1, such that 
(iv) 
lim 
k-+= 
sup Ig (x)1 () <C 
a , SE{1 , 3} as l,l;~i Ui 0 
for all 1, , where gaS 
are the components of g In the chart (U ., ~ .) and 
1, 1, 
1 • 1 1 , 1 ; ~ . (U . ) lS the usual Cl , l norm on ~ . (U .) 1, 1, and 
1, 1, 
there exists a sequence of smooth metrics k g on N such 
that k (N, g) has uniformly bounded curvature independent 
of k and 
sup 
a , SE{1 , 3} 
] - 0 
1,A;~ . (U . ) 
1, 1, 
where k k gaS are the components of g 
for each A E (0, 1) 
In the chart (U ., ~ . ) 
1, 1, 
and where 
1 • 1 ( 1 , A ; ~ . U.) h Cl , A (U ) lS t e norm on ~ . . 1, 1, 
1, 1, 
For example any smooth complete Riemannian manifold with injectivity 
radius bounded from below and with bounded curvature satisfies the above 
properties (ref. Lemma 2 . 25 and 2 . 26 on page 48 in [A]). 
by B. and assume that on the chart 
'/; (B., (j) .) 
'/; '/; 
we have 
k Ik aSI gaS ' g , 
2.37 
lAo 
3 k as 3 I 2 < 11.0 I 2 for all (Xl' x 2 ' X 3 ) E IR3 xa < g xaxS xa - -a=l a=l 
where cO' 1..0 and 11.0 are positive constants independent of k and 
kra Christoffel symbols for k and So are g . 
Let {Lk } be a sequence of smooth, embedded compact surfaces in 
such that each lS stable minimal with respect to the metric k g 
, 
. 
'/; 
LV 
and 
the area 1Lk1k lS uniformly bounded . It follows from Lemma 2 . 9 that 
g 
2.38 
, 
where lS the length of the second fundamental form of Lk In 
k (LV, g) and lS a constant independent of k . 
Now we shall show that 2 . 38 implies that lS uniformly 
bounded . Let AE((j)i(Lk n Bi )) denote the second fundamental form of 
considered as a surface In 3 IR glven by the Cartesian 
coordinates of the chart (B., (j) .) . We need the following lemma . 
'/; '/; 
2.39. LEMMA. 
22 
where p E B. and 
1., 
c and c are positive constants independent of p , k and 1., • 2 3 
Proof of 2.39. We suppose va lS the unit normal to ~i(Lk n B
i
) 
with respect to the Euclidean metric . -Let V be an extension of V 
a a 
2 2 I V a about such that - 1 . We define 
a=O 
2.40 n - ~v 
a a 
where 
2.41 ~ = [ l -~ k as- -g V Vs • a ) 
23 
Then na ' the restriction of na on Lk n Bi will be the unit normal 
form in the k metric . Let haS k as nan S where a k as g - g n - g nS - - Let 
k'V be the connection for the k metric . Then g uSlng 
(k 17 -n1 = ~+~ dV krT P 0 -1 2 T k Ta - ~ -- V g - pSnTn n ) S dX S dXS a 
we get 
2.42 
Since Cauchy-Schwarz inequality holds for the inner product 
2.43 (p Q) '. = P Q haPh So 
, as op 
we can use (p-Q, P-Q) < 2(P, p) + 2(Q, Q ) and 
( P-Q, P-Q) + ~ (p, p) + 8 (Q, Q ) ~ ( P-Q, P-Q) + 2 (p, Q) ~ ( P, p) + ( Q, Q) 
to obtain 
24 
2.45 
and 
2.46 
Now we choose a new Eucli dean co- ordinate system obtained by rotation from 
the original co- ordinate system such that at \) 
a 
implies , at ~i(P) , 
(k ll) - ~ a k la / (k 11)!2 ~ - n -- g , , - g g. 
2.47 k ab k la k lb/k 11 
haS k as k 10'. k lS/k 11 g - g g g 
-
-
- g - g g g -
o otherwise . 
Also 
-
-
d\)l d\) 
2. 48 0 a 0 -- - Slnce \) -- -- -S S . dX a dX ~ . (p) 
1.-
Hence 
2.49 
3 
L 
a ,b =2 [::~r 
This 
, a , b E {2, 
Since the orthonormal transformation with respect to the Euclidean metric 
3} 
does not change the bounds on IkgaSI, kra and the eigenvalues of k as SP g 
we have, at ~ . (p ) , 
1.-
2.50 0 < AO < k as J:..-< 1\.0 g \)a\)S -- - 2 
~ 
and from 2 . 47 we have 
2.51 0 < c 4 < det h
ab 
- det k as < 
-
- g - Cs 
, 
J 
where and are positive constants independent of p, k, & 
b d 'Trace hab, 2 . 51 and the oun on implies 
2.52 habX X 
a b 
3 
< c I 
7 
a=2 
for all 
25 
where and are positive constants independent of k , p , & . Hence 
'k " kgas, uSlng 2 . 47-2 . 52 and bounds on ,gaS and In 2 . 45 and 2 . 46 
we get 
and 
respectively , where and c 
11 
are positive constants 
independent of p , k . and & • 
Hence the lemma follows . 0 
From the uniform L 5 bound for the length of the second fundamental 
form of the sequence of surfaces {I k } follows the following lemma . We 
shall be In a particular chart ~i ' Bi ) Let 
to denote the component of 4> . (I k n B .) n B (xO) , & & P 
which contains Let V be the components of the unit 
a 
normal form on 4>i(Ik n Bi ) with respect to the Euclidean metric on 
2.53. LEMMA· For all p < R/4 ~ 
s up I v (X) - v (X 0) I 
x E [<p • ( L 7 In B . ) nB (x
o
) J '* ex. ex. 
~ t5.. ~ P 
< (/R) 3/5 c 12 P 
where is a constant independent of k, Xo and ~ • 
Proof of 2.53. Xl E <p . (L k n B.) n B (x) . ~ ~ p 0 Let In the following 
c m E?l , will always denote a pos itive constant independent of k, ~ , m 
and By Lemma 2 . 39 and the fact that the area measures on 
In the k g metric and In the Euclidean metric have bounded ratio 
independent of k and depending only on cO ' AO and Ao occurrlng In 
2 . 37 we have (for p < R/4 ) 
< c 13 J 
L k n<p i 1 (B P (Xl) ) 
A[LknB ., kg] 
5 
+c L n'll~l(B (xll ~ 14 k ~ P 1 k 
By virtue of 2 . 38 and the fact that the area 1Lk1k are uniformly 
g 
bounded , 2 . 54 yields 
2.55 
Then uSlng the Holder inequality we have 
g 
Now it lS well-known (see Theorem 17.7 and Remark (3) of 17 . 9 In [LSIJ 
that 
26 
where lS the mean curvature of In (~ B ) 
't" . f.J k n . 
as a surface In 
~ ~ 
27 
Hence 2 . 56 yields 
2.58 
where we have used the fact H2 S 21AI2 so that 
Hence uSlng 
2.59 
where d denotes tangential gradi ent operator , we have 
2.60 J I 1
2 8/5 dV S c 22 P 
<P • (LknB . ) nB (x 1 a 
1-- 1-- P 1-
for all x E <p . (Lk n B.) n B (x 1 
1 1-- 1-- P 0' and for all P S R/4 . 
Hence the lemma follows from the following analogue of the Morrey 
estimate for two dimensional surfaces due to Simon [LS2J . 
(We simply quote the appropriate result without giving the proof which 
can be found in [LS2J. See also Lemma 16 . 4 in [GTJ.) 
Let M be a 2- dimensional COO submanifold of R3 ~ suppose h 1--S a 
c
l function on M and suppose K > 0 ~ S E (0, 1) ~ are such that 
r 1 3h lda S Kp(p/R)S 
JGp(xl ) 
for all xl E GR/ 4 (xO) == {x EM 1 Ix-xol < R/4} and for all p E (0, R/4) . 
Here R 1-S such that eM ~ M) n {x E IR 3 I I x-xo I :" R} - ¢ and Xo EM . 
Then sup Ih(x)-h(xo) 1 < cK(P/R)S where G~(xo) denotes the XEG*p (xo) 
which contains C 1--S a constant depending on 
the constants A3 and A4 defined as follows : 
2.61 
2.62 o 
2.63. Remark. Since V is unit normal Iva(x)-va(x
o
) I < 2 . This 
implies 
2.64 sup Iv (x) -V (XoJ I 
a a· 
xE [cp . O:knB .)nB (xo) ] * 1., 1., p 
for all p E (0, R) . Hence 
2.65 
The 3/5 Holder estimate for the unit normal can be improved uSlng 
the minimal surface equation . 
Let P be the rotation taking the co-ordinates with respect to the 
28 
co-ordinate system In cp . (B . ) 
1., 1., 
to those with respect to the new 
co-ordinate system 
and the 
{y a} where 
a=l 2 3 , , 
I 
Y lS In the direction of 
plane lS parallel to the tangent plane of cp .(I k n B.) 1., 1., 
at Xo - p-l(yO) C BR(O) . Then there exists a p* > 0 such that 
where Y - (y 2, Y 3) At - . 
k 
2.66 a u _ -- -
aya 
k 
- graph u-
YO - [Y~ , Y~ l - we have 
D a (ku) - 0 - , a - 2 , 3 . 
I 
Y 
k 
u(Y) } 
We suppose p* is the maXlmum number less than or equal to R/4 such 
that ID(ku) I S I for each k . Then from 2 . 65 we get 
2.67 
Thus p* can be chosen independent of k , x and ~ such that 
2.68 
k 
metric g 
2.69 
2.70 
lS glven by 
and V lS a scalar , 
n = 
~ 
v 
co- ordinate system . 
The function ku : B~* (Yo) 7 R satisfies the following elliptic 
partial differential equation on the disc 2 B p* (Yo) 
2.72 
where 
2.73 
and 
2.74 
In equations 2 . 73 and 2 . 74 , 
Now we have 
k~abDaDb(ku) ' = kf 
and 
a b 
- n n 
are evaluated at (uCy), y) 
29 
2.75 
2.76 
and 
2.77 
d (k~ab a bl o < LO < et g -n n ) 
I k ab I Trace ljJ S L2 
where and are constants independent of k , xo and ~ . 
But kljJab lS nonnegative semidefinite. Hence there exists a constant 
L4 independent of k, xo ,and ~ such that 
2.78 
3 
o < L4 L 
a =2 
X 2 
a for all 
Now uSlng the fact that, for each A E (0, 1) , 
bounded in cl , A (B (0) 1 
2R -
A' = 3/5 we get 
2.79 
2.80 
2.81 
for all k and 
< c 
25 ' 
IkljJl 
o , A ' ;B ~ * (y 0) < c 26 ' 
Ik.£'1 (2) < J 2 c 27 ' 
o ,A ' ;B P * (y 0) 
2 X E IR • 
k~CtS g is uniformly 
and uSlng 2 . 65 with 
where are constants independent of k, x and ~ , and 
If I (2) 2 
O, A;B * P 
Since k 
sup 
YEB 2 p* 
Jlf( 1)-f(Y) I l ly
l
-y
2
1)\ 
u is smooth , by Theorem 6 . 2 of [GT] (and also uSlng the 
relation 4 .17" on page 61 in [GT]) we get 
30 
2. 82 
where c
28 
= c
28
(A ' ) , c
29 
= c
29
(A ' ) are constants independent of k, x 
and 1- • 2 . 82 yields local CO , A estimate for k~ab kAb and J with any 
A E (0, 1) . Hence we ultimately get 
2.83 for all A E (0 , 1) , 
being a constant independent of k , x , and . 1- • 
Thus we arrlve at the following lemma : 
2.84. LEMMA. Let x E <p • (L: k n B .) n BR( 0) • ° J 1-
Then considering 
for some positive p* independent of k , x and 1- ~ 
2.85 
where c31 = c31 (A) 1-S a constant independent of k, Xo and 1- • 
Proof of 2.84. Immediately follows from 2 . 83 . The constant 
different from because of the change of the plane over which 
<Pi(L:k n Bi ) lS locally considered as graph. 0 
Now we prove a lower bound for the ratio 
for x E <p . (L: k n B.) n BR ( 0) . 
01-1-
number p independent of k , X
o 
and i such that~ for all p < p ~ 
2.87 
lS 
31 
32 
Proof of 2.86. The lemma follows from the well known area estimate for 
3 
the two-dimensional graphs in R ; for example the inequality 16 . 31 in 
[GTJ . In our case , for p < p*/4 we have 
'TTp2 S I [epi(Ik n Bi ) n Bp(Xo)J *IE 
+ (p2/2) ( [AE('Pi (Lk n BJ) [2da . 
. Jep . (IknB .)nB (x
o
) 
~ ~ p 
This implies , by the Holder inequality , 
3/5[( 5 ,2/5 
+ (p2/2) I~ . (I k n B. ) n B (xO)]E IAE(ep . (Ik n B.) I dal . ~ ~ p ) ep . (IknB .) nB (x
o
) ~ ~ ) 
~ ~ p 
Hence using the inequalities 2 . 55 and 2 . 57 respectively we get 
In the above and in what follows all the constants c 
m 
independent of k , Xo and ~ . Thus we have 
m E?l , are 
Hence provided (that is ( '\ 5/6 psi IT /2 1 +c 32 ) I -
we have 
For later use we define 
2.89 1· P [ *] r = ~ mln c 33 , L+ . 
Now we can prove the following compactness lemma. N, g and Ik are 
as in the paragraph preceding 2 . 38 . 
2.90. LEMMA. Suppose for all k the surfaces Ik are contained in a 
fixed compact subset of N . Then there exists a subsequence {I k ,} of 
{L k } converg~ng locally in the a E co , 1) , sense to a C2 ,a 
compact~ embedded minimal surface ~n CN, g) . 
Proof of 2.90. Suppose all the surfaces Lk are contained In the 
connected open subset N of N such that N lS compact . We cover N 
with a finite number of sets B. , ~ E I . Let r be as in 2 . 89 . We 
~ 
such t hat B (x .) C BR (<p . (q .) ) 
r J ~ ~ for all j E J . 
33 
We first note that there exists a subsequence of {Lk } (henceforth the 
subsequence lS also denoted by { Lk } J such that each ball Br / 2 (X j ) either 
intersects an i nfin i te number of members of {Lk } or it does not int ersect 
any member of {Lk } . This lS because if any of the finite number of balls 
intersects only a finite number of surfaces then these finite number of 
surfaces can be deleted from the sequence . 
Now let FCi , j , k) be the collection of components of 
empty and let T be the number of elements In FCi , J , k) . For the lth 
element of FCi , J , k) we have , from 2 . 87 , 
A 
and x lies on the lth element of FCi, J, k) . 
Summing over all the T components we have, 
Hence T lS bounded independent of & , J , k . Let 
infinite sequence of surfaces {<p . (Lk n B.) n B (x .)} where only the first 
& & r J 
element of FCi , J , k) has been considered . Then there exists a 
34 
subsequence of such that converges to a 
aT > 0 , surface ( or t o null set) In B
r
/ 2 (X j ) This lS because , for each 
k , Sl n B (x.) c graph ku l where k r J k 1 u lS a function on some two 
dimensional disc B2 (x.) 
r J Hence there exists a subsequence (also denoted 
such that, for each k , Sl () k~l n B x. C graph u k r J where are 
(1 )B2 (x .) functions on the same disc 
r J { ku~l} Now, because of Lemma 2.84, 
have uniformly bounded c2 ,a"[(1)B2 (x.)'1 
r J ) norm, a " E (0, 1). This implies 
k 
. ub { l~l} there eXlsts a s sequence u such that In 
o < aT < a" . Hence there exists a subsequence of such that 
be empty if the limiting surface , graph u l , just touches B
r
/ 2 (Xj ) But if 
nonempty it is always connected .) 
Now we consider the subsequence {Ik } of {Ik } . We may suppose that 
1 
infinite number of Lk have got components In Br/2 (x j ) other than 1 
{s~ } . This lS because otherwise finite number of surfaces can be removed 
1 
to have a sequence with only one component In B
r
/ 2 (Xj ) Let {S2} be kl 
the infinite sequence of surfaces {~ . (Ik n B.) n B (x.)} where only the 
1.- 1 1.- r J 
second element of F(i, J , k l ) has been considered . As before we get a 
subsequence converges to a surface 
for some disc (2)B 2 (x.) . 
r J 
Since there are only finite numbers of components to consider we find 
35 
that there exists a subsequence ~ . (Lk n B.) 
't 't 
converges to the finite unlon ~ graph u l n Bp / 2 (Xj ) where 
for some discs (Z)B 2 (X .) 
r J We note that two pleces 
Zl 
graph u and 
Z2 
graph u cannot cut each other In B
r
/ 2 (X j ) . This lS 
because otherwise Lk will be self-intersecting for sufficiently large k . 
Also if they touch at a point x E B
r
/ 2 (Xj ) then they will coincide In 
Br / 2 (Xj ) . To prove this first we note (by taking the limit as k ~ 00 In 
2 . 79-2 . 81) that 
Zl 
graph u and 
Z2 
graph u are minimal In the g metric . 
Hence on some disc B2 - B~/2(Xj) they satisfy the partial differential 
slgn has been used to express Z graph u over 
over Now for some positive constants 
and 
c 
m 
( Z )B2 ( ) 
r/2 Xj as graph 
m E?l , we have, for 
~Z 
u 
l l 
If(u l(y), y) -f(u 2(y), y) I 
Hence 
Now we can assume Then 
- c u < 0 39 - . 
satisfies 
But u = 0 lS a nonpositive interior mlnlmum. Hence, by strong 
maXlmum principle u = 0 , that lS, 
~l2 
graph u coincide on B2 . 
Thus 
~ll 
graph u and 
36 
We now repeat the same argument with the subsequence {L k } so obtained 
In the second ball B (X.,) 
r J 
j' # j , and so on. Since the balls 
{Br / 4 (X j )}jEJ cover B3R/5(~i(qi)) and Slnce the sets 
cover N , the repetition of the above proceedure in balls B (x.j c~. (B.) 
r J- 1..- 1..-
for all J E J, i E I , g ives the existence of a subsequence {L k } such 
that Lk , converges to the finite unlon of C
2
,a' graphs , namely, 
2.91 L = U U U ~ ~lr-;raph ul(j) n B-v./4(X
J
.)] 
iEI jEJ l 1..- ~ L 
In C2 ,a' sense, [~.(Lk' n B.) n B (x.)J l being the lth element of 1..- 1..- r J 
F( i , J , k ' ) (that lS, the lth component of ~i(Lk ' n B .j n B (x.) such 1..-- r J 
that ~i (Lk ' n Bi ) n Br/2 (x j ) is nonempty) . 
L lS compact because it is a finite union of compact sets . L lS 
37 
without boundary because In all B
r
/ 4 (X j ) 
converge to smooth pleces without boundary In B
r
/
4
(X j ) and these pleces 
coincide on B /2(X.) n B /2(X ~) n ~ .(Lk ' n B.) # ¢ for all J # j ' . As 
r J r J ~ ~ 
the balls B
r
/
4
(X j ) cover the whole of the reglon we find that L lS 
without boundary . L lS non self-intersecting Slnce the pleces are either 
palrwlse disjoint or they coincide . L lS thus a C2 ,a compact embedded 
surface without boundary and L l S mi nimal in the g metric . This 
completes the proof of 2 . 90 . 0 
2.92. Remark. In case each Lk , lS a sphere uSlng the Gauss-Bonnet 
theorem and the fact that converges to the limiting surface In C2 ,a , 
a E (0, 1) , sense we get 
J" nK - lim L.., k '~ 41T , 
where K and Kk , are respectively the Gauss curvatures of Land Lk , 
In the metric induced from a smooth metric on N, and n lS the number of 
sheets of Lk , converglng to L Hence 
J K > 0 L 
so that either L lS a sphere (n = 1) or L lS a projective space 
(n = 2) In particular when N lS simply connected L is a sphere Slnce 
embedded projective space cannot occur In N (by Theorem 4 . 7 on page 108 in 
[H]) . 
Alternative proof of Theorem 2.8. As before , from the asymptotic 
conditions (c) in the hypothesis of the maln Theorem l . ~ it follows that 
there exists a smooth sphere In N r-oJ Q. gl ven by in the 
asymptotic coordinate system such that the mean curvature of In 
(N, g) with respect to the outward nor al lS strictly positive . Let N 
1 
38 
and be bounded, connected open subsets of containing as well 
N cc N 
1 2 and {(u., ~ . )} .EI lS a finite 1.- 1.- 1.-as its interior . We suppose 
atlas for N2 satisfying the following properties : 
(i) 
(ii) 
2.93 
In the intersection u. n u. the 
1.- J 
derivatives are uniformly bounded 
there exists positive constants 
sup 
iEI;a,SE{1,2,3} 
-1 
maps ~. 0 
1.-
for all 1.- , 
c 
49 ' A ' and 
1.-gaS being the components of g In the chart 
3 
~ . and their 
J 
J E I , 
/\. ' such that 
(u ., ~ . ) , and 
1.- 1.-
2.94 (xa) 2 < i a S < n , gaSx x it L for all ( 1 2 3) E 1R3 x , x , x , 
a=l 
and for all i E I . 
co 
Let {1J;i}iEI be a C partition of unity subordinate to the atlas 
{(U., ~ .)}. EI such that 
1.- 1.- 1.-
N2 c U supp1J; .. iEI 1.-
Let 
Ixl < 1 , 
2.95 p(x) -
o Ixl ::: 1 , 
c being the constant such that ( pdx - 1 , be a mollifier on R3 . 
J IR3 
For any function f on ~ . (U .) c 1R3 
J J 
we define 
2.96 
- h- 3 I fCx)p((x-~ .C p))/h)dx 
~ . (u .) J 
J J 
where p E supp 1J;. and h > o . Then we define 
J 
by 
2.97 ( -1] fh ( (f)J' (p )) = L ljJ, (p ) l f 0 (f) , 0 (f) , ((f) , (p ) ) . 
i 1.- . J 1.- h( i) 1.-
For any tensor T on N2 we define the tensor Th as follows : 
2.98 
where Th(i) 
Th I = L ljJ . (p ) Th ( . ) I , P E N2 ' P i =I 1.- 1.- P 
are the tensors on supp ljJ , such that In the chart 
1.-
39 
the components (Th(i))~S . .. ' and T~B ... of and T respectively are 
related by 
2.99 
We note t hat when T l S a scalar on U. , 2 . 98 lS identical to 2 . 97 
J 
Clearly for any sequence of h + 0 , {gh} lS a sequence of smooth 
Ri emannian metri cs convergi ng to g In 
A E (0 , 1 ). Furt hermore 
2.100 
2.101 
Also we have 
provided i E I , are uniformly bounded . 
norm on N 
1 
With these preliminaries we prove the following lemma . 
"'- "'-
for each 
2. 1 02 . LEMMA. Let V and 6 denote respectively the gradient 
operator and the Laplacian for the metric gh . Then~ on Nl ~ 
2.103 
2.104 
where ph are type (0, 2) tensors and ~ are scalars such that 
2.105 
and 
2.106 
sup sup 
iEI pEU.nN 
1.- 1 
sup sup 
iU pEU .nN 
1.- 1 
c 50 being a constant independent of a , Sand h . 
Proof of ?.102. The proof follows by mollifying 1 . 2 and 1 . 3 and by 
straight forward calculation . In the following we only show that 
2.107 
and 
2.108 
< C h 
51 
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Here and in what follows c 
m 
m E LZ , denote posi ti ve constants independent 
of i E I , P E U. n N 
1.- 1 and a , S , ... E {l, 2 , 3} . 
We suppose {X~j)} denotes the local co-ordinate system In the chart 
(U., cp.) . Then, by virtue of 2 . 97 , 2 . 98 and 2 . 99, we have 
1.- 1.-
2.109 (gh) j Q (x ( . )) = I ~ . [cp ~ 1 (x .) 1 [g i \ (x ( . ) (x ( .))) 
af-J J i 1.- J J fJ'J)h(i) 1.- J 
which yields 
2. 11 0 
fJ 
dX (i) 
a 
dX(j) 
'J 
dX (i) 
S 
dX (j) 
and 
2. 111 
Now 
32(gh)~S 
3xo3xL 
32(gh ) ~a 
3xP3xS 
where R[ (ghl~s) denotes the remalnlng terms involving only products and 
41 
sums of ( ) 1JV 1 3 ghj /3x and Hence , by 2 .111, 
Ric(gh)~S 
- ~gjO H d:2::0L + [d:2:~asL -[d:~:sL + [d::::OJ  + O(h) + R [ (ghl ~S) 
~ i j 32 j 2 j d2 j l 1 pO gaS goa 3 goP gpS 
+ 0 ( h) + R [ (g h 1 ~s) = ~gj - dXPdXO + dXPdX S dXadX S + a ° dX dX_h 
where In the las t step we have used 2 . 101 and 2 . 100 . Hence 
Ric (gh);S = QRic( g)l~Jh [R (g~S) t + R [ (gh)~sl + O(h) 
Thus 2 . 107 lS established . To prove 2 . 108 we note that 
[41g~slh = (411h[g~S)h + O(h) by 2.101 . 
Hence [41g~S)h = (41)h(gh) ~S + O(h) . 0 
Proof of 2.8. For sufficiently small h , has strictly positive 
mean curvature with respect to the outward normal for all metrics gh . 
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By hypothesis N lS simply connected and hence N cannot contain embedded 
projective space . Now by the smooth metric version of Theorem 2 . 2 either 
Nl lS diffeomorphic to a closed unit ball In IR 3 or there exists a stable 
minimal sphere hS In the metric embedded In By the compactness 
lemma , 2 . 90 , and Remark 2 . 92 , there exists a subsequence of {gh} (which we 
also denote by converges to a a E (0, 1) , 
embedded minimal sphere S In (N , g ) In locally sense . 
satisfies the following stability inequality 
where 
h 
n lS the unit normal vector on In the metric and lS 
the gradient operator on In the metric induced from 
We put ~ - Vh In 2 . 112 to obtain 
2. 113 
where 6h is the Laplacian on hS with res p ect to metric induced gh . S 
Now being minimal on we have (see Appendix B) 
2. 114 
2 . 114 glves 
Using 2 . 115 and Lemma 2 . 102 In 2 . 113 we get 
2. 116 Ih [A[hS , ghl 2V~+V~(41+42)h+v~~(hn, hn)+vhch) s a 
s 
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1: 
Now we have hn s [[gh(hn, hn) l/A') 2 and Vh uniformly bounded for all h . 
Thus using 2 .105 and 2.106 In 2.116 we get 
2. 117 
where lS a constant independent of h . 
Finally Slnce each lS obtained from a minimizing sequence from 
S we have 
aO 
for some constant c 65 independent of h . 
2 . 117 , 2 .118 and the fact that 41 + ~2 lS nonnegative yield 
[lim f A[hs , gh) 2 V2 - o , -h h+o Jh S 
2. 119 
lim ( ( ~ 1 +<P 2) h V~ - o . -
h+o JhS 
Now V lS strictly positive on N . Hence Vh lS greater than some 
psoitive constant on Nl for all sufficiently small h . Hence 2.119 
implies 
r A [hs , gh) 
2 
lim - 0 - , 
h+o Jh S 
2. 120 
lim r (~l +~2) h - 0 - . h+O JhS 
Thus the C2 , cx ... llmltlng surface S lS totally geodesic In (N, g) and 
44 
and Slnce for x E n where 
---
fex) lS independent 
of h , we have S n Q - ¢. 0 
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CHAPTER III 
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
3.0. 
In this chapter we shall prove that no embedded totally geodesic sphere 
exists in N ~ Q and thereby we shall complete the proof of the main 
theorem. 
3. 1 . 
3.1 Remark. Since N lS s i mply connected and S lS compact 
co-dimension 1 embedded submanifold of N S separates Nand N ~ S 
has exactly two closed components, say Nl and N2 having boundary S 
(see Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.6 on page 107 in [H]). It follows from the 
asymptotic condition (c) t hat exactly one of the components , say N
l
, is 
bounded . Thus Nl lS a compact manifold with boundary S so that Stoke 's 
formula holds . Similar lS t he case with the set obtained from N2 by 
deleting the exterior of an asymptotic sphere SR glven by Ixl = R In the 
asymptotic coordinate system for sufficiently large R . 
In the following lemma we deduce some formulae we shall need later . 
3.2 LEMMA. Let S be a (c2) totally geodesic embedded sphere in 
(N, g) such that SeN ~ Q' We suppose n is a continuous unit normal 
form on S . Then 
3.3 (i) 
3.4 (ii) 
g(n , VV) - m' ~ a constant on S . ~ 
J _I V_s_V_I_2 = 41T > where S V2 Vs ~s the gradient operator on S 
with respect to the metric induced from g ; 
and provided V < 1 ~ 
(iii) for a sequence Tl of smooth spheres ~n N ~ Q converg~ng 
3.5 
3.6 
relation 
However S 
to S ~n the sense 
lim 
l--¥:JO J 
cV2 +a 
- - -- g(n , VW ) 
T V(1-V2) 3 l . 
where w = IvvI2 ~ n = n ( l) ~s the smooth unit normal form 
on consistent ~n direction with n ~ < , ) denotes 
induced i nner pr oduct on Tl and c , a are arbitrar y 
constants to be specified later . 
Remark. If ScN~ Q , we may replace 3 . 5 by the pointwise 
g (n , Vw ) - -m'RV on S R be i ng the scalar curvature of S - , 
may touch aQ where the metric lS not C2 . The extra term 
. 
(cV2+a) / (V(1- V2 ) 3) has been introduced for later application . In 3 . 3 the 
slgn of t he constant m' depends on which normal direction lS considered . 
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Before proceeding wi th the proof of Lemma 3 . 2, we want to make a remark 
about the differentiab i l i ty of the metric g on N ~ Q . 
3.7 Remark. Muller zum Hagen [M] has shown that when the metric g lS 
c3 , there lS an analytic atlas for N ~ Q In which the components of the 
metric and V are analytic functions of coordinates . The proof can be 
easily modified to the case when g lS originally assumed to be locally 
Cl , l , although the isometry between the original atlas and the new atlas for 
N may be of lower regularity : that lS , and locally 
However we shall make no use of this fact In what follows . 
Proof of 3.2. We first note that there exists a sequence Tl of 
smooth spheres in N ~ Q converglng to S In the C2 sense . This lS 
because S separates N (see Remark 3 . 1) and by hypothesis Q lS 
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connected . 
Now in N ~ Q , 1 . 2 and 1 . 3 become 
3.8 
and 
3.9 L1V - 0 
respectively . 
Standard PDE regularity theorems (for example , Theorem 8 . 10 In [GT]) 
applied to 3 . 9 glves V to be l ocally W3,p 1 < P < 00 , on N ~ Q In 
particular V lS C2 on N ~ Q From 3 . 8 it follows that Ric(g) lS 
locally on N ~ Q: , that is , in particular Ric(g) lS locally 
~ E (0 , 1 ) on N ~ Q . 
Now for the smooth compact embedded surface T Z In N ~ Q we can use 
the following weak form of Codazzi ' s equation : 
3.10 
for any C
l 
vector field b~ on TZ . Here AaS = AaS(Z) is the second 
fundamental form of TZ and H - H(Z) lS the mean curvature of TZ . 3.10 
can be obtained by approximating g with smooth metrics In W2 ,p norm In a 
neighbourhood of TZ In N . 
Now let f be any C2 function on S and let f be a C2 extension 
of f in a fixed neighbourhood of S such that f restricted to T
Z 
lS a 
c
2 
function on TZ for all sufficiently large Z . 
On any such T Z In local co-ordinates we have 
4 
3.11 
f llo[ [sS ~s~ 1 ~o. :::0. [sS ~s~ II = v u -n n n + V n u -n n I I ;o.S 0 0 ;o.;S 0 0)) 
-n lS any local extension of n where In N . 
On using 3 . 8 and [::::. ::::'0.1 [sS -s~ 1 -n n I u -n n - 0 , 3.11 yields a. );6 0 0 
3. 12 
Hence integrating and uSlng 3.10 with bO = v~lo we have 
3. 13 
which on simplifying the right hand side and integrating the left hand side 
by parts yields 
3. 14 
Now 'V T 'V T f, 6T f and ('V TV, 'V T f) are uniformly bounded l l l l l 
independent of l . Hence letting l ~ 00 and recalling that S lS totally 
geodesic we get 
3. 15 
Since this holds for arbitrary C2 function f on Sand Slnce 
g(n, 'VV) is continuous we have g(n, 'VV) = constant on S Thus (i) lS 
proved . 
To prove (ii) first we note that the scalar curvature of g In N ~ Q 
vanishes . Now using the Gauss-Bonnet theorem and the contracted Gauss 
equation for a sequence of smooth metrics approaching g In norm In 
a neighbourhood of Tl In N, we get 
3. 16 
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This implies , by 3 . 8 , 
3. 17 
Now uSlng 2 .6 with W = V and 3 . 9 In 3 .17 we get 
[lilT vI 2 
IA12/21 3. 18 IT :2 + g(n , VV)H/V + H2/2 - 4'TT • -
Z ) 
Hence letting Z tend to 00 we get (ii). 
Finally to prove (iii) we note that 
3.19 g(n , VUJ)/V 
- 2V-1V;ap(o~-nPnslv ; Sna + 2V-l(v;SnslV;apnanP 
- 2 RicC g)ap(o~-nPnslvIISna + 2V-1g(n , IlV) (-ClT/-g(n, IlV)H) . 
In the last step above we have used 3 . 8 , 2 . 6 and 3 . 9 In addition to 
replacing V; B in the first term by VII B . 
2 
Hence using 3 .10 with bB = cV +a VII B 
(1- V2) 3 
we get 
3.20 
Now we have 
50 
3.21 ( CV2 +a ~ ( ) 2 2 3 gCn , VV) -~T V 
) TZ V(l-V) Z 
+ 2 VT gCn, VV)) Z 
where the second term In the right hand side equals -2 ( gCn , VV)~T f for 
) Z 
f - J [ cV
2
+a JdV and can be evaluated uSlng 3 . 14. Hence letting Z tend 
V(1-V2) 3 
to 00 we get , from 3.20, 
lim 
Z-700 
2m ' 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
3.22 THEOREM. There cannot be any totaZZy geodesic embedded C2 
sphere S ~n CN, g) such that SeN ~ Q . 
Proof of 3.22. Let us suppose to the contrary that there is as . 
Since by hypothesis Q is connected we have by Remark 3 . 1 either of the 
following cases : 
Case I: Qc N2 or 
Case II: Qc Nl . 
We consider Case I first . On we have ~V = 0 and on 'dN = S 1 
have gCn, VV) = constant by 3 . 3. This implies gCn , VV) = 0 on S . 
Hence 
. . glvlng 2 I VVI = 0 on 
V~V + Cl/2) 
Thus v 
t 1 2 ~V - ~ ( VgCn , VV) - 0 )S 
lS constant In the interior of 
and hence , by continuity , on S . This implies 
we 
51 
which contradicts 3.4. Thus Q¢ N2 . 
Now we show that Case II also does not occur and hence get a 
contradiction. We shall use Robinson's divergence form inequality ([R]) on 
N ~ Q. First we show that in the asymptotic co-ordinate system we have 
for some S E (0, 1) , 
constants C > 0 
1 
To see this first we note that Q lS compact because Qc Nl 
6V - 0 on N ~ NR for some RO sufficiently large. 
o 
In the asymptotic co-ordinate system V therefore satisfies the 
following divergence form PDE: 
3.23 
Hence 
where Igl = det(gas) . Hence by the Harnack inequality (Theorem B. 20 In 
[GT]) we have, for all R > 2RO ' 
3.24 
where the constant C3 lS independent of R (this can be seen for example 
by coverlng SR by fixed numbers of balls of radius RIB) . 
We note for later reference that 3 . 23 can be written 
3.23' 
where denotes the usual Laplacian on R3 . 
Now let 
3.25 and ~ = 1); - V 
where r > Rl > RO ' 1 > € > 0 and C4 lS a constant to be specified 
later. Then 
where we have used the assumption 1.4 concernlng asymptotic behaviour of 
Thus ~~ > 0 for sufficiently large Rl . On SR ' ~ = -V . 
1 
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Hence we can choose C4 such that ~ - 0 at some point In N ~ NR 
1 
But 
by maXlmum principle (Theorem 8 .19 in [GT]) ~ cannot have non-negative 
maximum in the interior of any compact set in N ~ NR 
1 
Hence 
lim sup ~ > O . So on every SR ' R sufficiently large, there exists a 
R-700 SR 
point p such that 1);(p) > V(p) . Hence by 3 . 24 and 3 . 25 we get that V 
lS bounded on N . 
Now applying Theorems 8 . 8 and 8 . 32 In [GT] to 3.23 (after scaling ) we 
have the following W2 ,2 estimate 
3.27 sup 
N3R~N2R 
for all R > 2R . 
- 0 
IDVI + 
Here D denotes the usual gradient operator 
Hence from 3 . 23 ' and 1.4 we have 
3.28 
In 
where 
CR -2-0'. for all 
Taking smaller 0'. if necessary, we may assume 0'. t k- l for all 
k E?l . 
There exists a solution of (ref. page 6 In [CHS]) with 
3.29 
Then we have 
3.30 ~ 3(V-1;:) - 0 . 
IR 
Hence V - 1;: has the eigenfunction expanSlon 
3.31 C 2 co ( 11 . - Y 'l ( V -1;: ) (rw) = C
I 
- - + L a .r J -b.r J ¢ . (w) 
r j=l J J ) J 
In terms of the eigenfunctions ¢. of the Laplacian on 3 2 Here 
J 
are constants and 
(see [CHS]). Since V is bounded a. - 0 -
J 
C2 
co 
(V-1;: )(rw) - C - -+ L - I r j=l 
3.32 
This implies, by 3 . 29 , 
3.33 
for all sufficiently large R . 
11. I:::: 11· > 0 , J+ J 
for all J 
-y . 
b.r J ¢ .( w) 
J J 
Thus 
> y. > I 
J 
Hence using 3 . 27 with V - CI In place of V, and the arbitrariness 
of R above we have, for sufficiently large R , 
3.34 
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By the maXlmum principle 
assume Cl = 1 . 
C > 0 . 
1 Without loss of generality we 
Now we write 3 . 27 with V replaced by V - 1 
3.35 sup 
N3RrvN2R 
(V-I) + R sup 
N3RrvN2R 
IDVI + 
54 
< [R- 3 r (V_l)2]1/2 . 
J N rvN 
4R R 
Using 3 . 34 this time we get 
3.36 
Hence 3 . 29 lS improved to 
(;3 t ~ 
3R R 
- 2- 20'. CR . 
r211/2 < 
':> I CR- 2a . 
) 
Now we select kO E?l such that koa < 1 , (k
o 
+ 1) a > 1 . Then 
repeating the proceedure [ko+l)-times we have 
C2 S V-I - -- + O(r- l -) where B > 0 . 
r 
Finally writing n - V - 1 + C2/r we have 
Hence applying the estimate 3 . 27 with V replaced by n we get 
Now by maXlmum principle C2 > 0 (see Remark 1 . 6 for discussion on 
the case when C2 = 0 ) . Hence, 
3. 37 v - 1 - mllxl + n 
where m lS a nonnegative constant, n -- 0 ( I x I -1- S) , 
and 
2 2]1/2 ID nl - ( - 3-S) OR . 
Clearly in case m to, V < 1 on N . 
Now on each bounded open subset N4 of N ~ Q we have the following 
inequality (provided V < 1 on N ~ Q ([R]») 
3.38 
where 
3. 39 2 2 3 F - ( c V +a) 1 (1-V ) 
and 
3. 40 23224 G = -2c 1 (1-V) + 6 (c V +a) 1 (1-V) , 
c and a being constants such that F > 0 on 
For the sake of completeness the derivation of 3.38 lS 
Appendix C . Here we only show that W lS locally C2 on 
3 . 38 makes sense pointwise . Differentiating 3 . 9 we get V ;a 
implies by commutation law, V a 
;as Hence, 
3 . 41 6W - 2[V. V;S] a -
,as . 
, 
included In 
N~ Q so that 
a 
- 0 This - . 
S 
Since Ric(g) lS locally Ca , a E (0, 1) , we get that W lS locally 
2,0. C . 
Now Stoke ' s formula applied to 3 . 38 glves 
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3.42 lim 
Z-'KX) 
where TZ 
Ixl = R 
r (FV-lg(n , '1w)+CWg(ii , 'IV)) 
JT z 
+ lim r (FV-lg(Rn , '1W)+Gwg(Rn , 'IV)) 
R-'KX) JS 
R 
~ 
and n are as In Lemma 3 . 2 . SR lS the asymptotic sphere 
R 
and n lS the outward normal to SR lS directed outward 
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> 0 
-
with respect to the volume bounded by T Z and SR . Hence by 3 . 9 and 3 . 37 
we have 
l i m ( g(n , 'IV ) -
Z-'KX) JT
Z 
Thus by 3 . 3 we have 
- 4TIm . 
3.43 m ' = g (n, 'I V) I S = -4 TIm / I S I , 
n being the un i t normal form on S consistent in direction with We 
need to consider only the case m > 0 (for m = 0 , arguments of Case I 
apply in the domain exterior to S) . Hence we assume V < 1 . 
The integral at infinity in 3 . 42 is evaluated in Appendix D. We have 
3.44 { -1 (R ) (R ) lim FV g n , '1w +Gwg n, 'IV = -TI( c+a)/2m . 
R-'KX) J S R 
Using 3 . 39 , 3 . 40 , 3 . 43 and 3 . 44 In 3 . 42 we get 
3.45 lim 
Z-'KX) 
2 
r 
cV +a ~ r 2 3 g (n, '1w) + 
JTZ V(l-V ) JS 
Hence by 3 . 5 we get 
r ( [ c V
2 
+a ] \ , r 
3 .46 m ' 2'1 S 2 3J ,v S V / - m 
JS V(l - V) JS 
Dividing by Im ' l we get 
3.47 
2cw 
m ' + r 
JS 
+ m' r 
JS 
wm ' 
> TI ( C +a ) / 2m . 
TI ( c +a ) / 2m . 
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Following Robinson [R] we shall choose two different set of values for c 
and a to obtain two inequalities contradicting each other . We put 
c = -1, a = 1. We check that F > 0 on N ~ Q. Then 3 . 47 becomes 
3.48 
This i mplies 
3.49 8Ig(n ,vv)1
2 
(1- V2) 3 
where we have used 2 2 U) = Ivsvi + Ig(n, VV)I . Thus 
3.50 
Th 1 . l't f 11 b h 1/(1-V2) 3 > 1 on S as east lnequa l y 0 ows ecause we ave 
v > 0 . Thus by adding the terms in the left hand side we get 
3.51 
Now uSlng 
3.52 
we have 
3.53 
2 
J 
Ivsvi 2 
2 > 4m' I S I . 
s V 
To check 3 . 52 we suppose f(V) = (1_9V2)/(1_V2)3. Then 
for V > O . Thus f(V) lS a strictly decreasing function of V . Hence 
f(V) < f(O) = 1 for V > 0 . 
Finally using 3 .4 we get 
• ... 
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Thus by 3 . 43 we have 
3.54 
We now consider c - 1 and a = 0 in 3 .47. Clearly F lS positive . Thus 
we have 
This implies 
3.56 
~ IT/(2mlm' I) . 
Using we get 
( [ 2IVSVI2 _ 12v21VsV12 + 2IvsvI2(1-4V2) + 2m,2(1-4v2)1 
3.57 JS (1- V1 ) 3 (1_V1)4 (1_V2)4 (1_V2)4 ] 
~ IT/(2mlm ' I) . 
Now adding the first three terms we have 
3.58 
Thus 
3.59 2 J l-4V
2 
2m ' 2 4 ~ IT / ( 2m 1m ' I) . 
S (l-V) 
Then using 
3.60 
we get 
3.61 2 2m ' I 5 I > IT / ( 2m 1m ' I) . 
To check 3 . 60 we suppose f(V) = (1_4V2)/(1_V2)4. Then 
• 
df _ 
av 
for V > o . Thus f(V) < f( O) = 1 for V > 0 . 
Using 3 . 43 in 3 . 61 we get 
which contradicts 3 . 54 . D 
We can now complete the proof of the main Theorem 1.1 . 
Proof of 1.1. By Theorem 2 . 2 and Theorem 2 . 8 either N lS diffeo-
morphic to R3 or there exists a C2 embedded totally geodesic sphere S 
In N - () . 
--
But by Theorem 3 . 22 such a sphere cannot exist . Hence the 
theorem follows . D 
... 
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• 
CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATION TO GENERAL RELATIVITY 
4.0. 
In this chapter we apply our maln theorem to prove that a complete, 
asymptotically Euclidean, static perfect fluid space-time with connected 
fluid region and satisfying "timelike convergence condition" is diffeo-
morphic to 3 IR x R , without using the Poincare conj ecture. The first 
section deals with the preliminaries regarding the static perfect fluid 
space-time. In Section 4.2 after discussing some standard prel iminary 
results from Lorentzian geometry, we describe Gannon's proof for simple 
connectedness of the Cauchy surface when the metric is smooth. In Section 
4.3 we modify the proof for Cl,l metric. This enables us to apply our 
main theorem and hence complete the proof of our assertion. 
• 
4.1. Static perfect fluid space-time 
By a static perfect fluid spacetime we mean a geodesically complete 
space-time (M, 4 g) such that: 
00 (i) M lS a C manifold diffeomorphic to N x R where for each 
t E lR Nt = N x {t} lS a space like three-manifold. 
(ii) The Lorentz metric 4 g can be written as 
4.1 4 g 2 - -V (dt ® dt) + g -
where V lS a positive Cl,l function and g lS a tensor such that g 
restricted to N lS a Riemannian metric on N , and V and g are 
independent of t We assume that 4 g lS at least Cl,l. 
(iii) (M, 4g) satisfies Einstein's equation 
.... 
60 
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4.2 
where p and p are bounded measurable functions and uA lS a unit 
timelik vector field on M . 
Clearly In the co-ordinate system it , xl , x 2 , x 3 } , where 
{Xl , x 2 , x 3 } lS a co-ordinate system on N , the unit timelike normal form 
n on each lS glven by -1 nO = V , n = 0 , a a = 1 , 2, 3 Thus 
lS independent of t . Hence each Nt is totally geodesic in M and by 
virtue of the Gauss-Codazz i embedding equations for the Lorentzian metric 
4g , 4 . 2 decomposes into 
4.3 
and 
4.4 6V = 4nV(p+3p) on N , 
where denotes the covariant derivative with respect to g and 6 
denotes the Laplacian with respect to g . 
It is clear that p and p are independent of t . It follows from 
4 . 2 that if 4 g satisfies the timelike convergence condit Lon. namely, 
4.5 
~or all timelike vectors W, then p + 3p > 0 By continuity 4 . 5 imp lies 
the null convergence condition, namely, Ric(4g)(K, K) ~ 0 for all null 
vectors K By virtue of 4 . 2 the latter condition lS satisfied if an d 
only if P + P ~ 0 . 
We also assume that there exists an open connected reglon Q C N such 
that ess inf (p+p) > 0 for all compact K c Q and p = p = 0 In N ~ Q . 
K 
The functions p and p are respectively called the density and the 
pressure of the fluid . The assumption that the fluid reglon Q lS 
connected lS needed here In order to apply our maln theorem . However the 
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null convergence condition p + p ~ ° 1S crucial both 1n the proof of 
Gannon ' s theorem and in the proof of our m 1n theorem . We also assume that 
4g satisfies the timelike convergence condition so that by 4 . 4 , 6V 1S 
non-negative . However when .Q is unbounded, the null convergence condition 
will be sufficient for our purpose . Remark 1 . 14 is relevant here . 
We say that (M , 4g) is asymptotically Euclidean if (N, g) satisfies 
condition (cJ of the main Theorem 1 . 1 and for some ~ E (0 , 1) , V 
satisfies (by 1 .7, this is automatic if Q is compact) 
4.6 , Ixl -r 00 
4.2. Gannon's theorem 
First we recall some standard definitions and results from Lorentzian 
~ 
geometry . We shall follow mostly Hawking and Ellis [HEJ . Let (M , 4g) be 
a smooth spacetime not necessari ly complete . For sets sCM the 
~ 
chronological future I+ ( s ) is the set of all points in M which can be 
reached from s by a future-directed timelike curve (of nonzero extent) 1n 
M The causal future J+ ( s) 1S the un10n of s with the set of all 
~ 
points in M which can be reached from s by a future-directed non-space-
like curve In M . A set scM is said to be achronal if I+(s) n s = ¢ , 
that is , if there are no two points of s with timelike separation . A set 
is said to be a future set if + s~I(s) . For any se t s , 
future set . We shall use the following well-known proposition . 
1S a 
4.7 PROPOSITION. If s is a future set then it boundary dS ~s a 
closed~ embedded~ achronal three - dimensional Lipschitz (that ~s CO,l) 
manifold. 
Proof of 4.7. We refer to Proposition 6 . 3 . 1 1n [HEJ . 0 
j 
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We need to consider the congruences of null geodesics orthogonal to a 
smooth space like embedded two-dimensional manifold A. Let Wand X be 
two null vector fields orthogonal to A and normalized such that 
\}CW, X) = -1 . At any point pE A , t~ I p and Xl p span the timelike 
complementary subspace orthogonal to the two dimensional tangent space of A 
at p . We complete the pseudo-orthonormal basis by introducing two unit 
mutually orthogonal space like vector fields Y and Z on A. Now we 
define two null second fundamental form tensors of A by 
4.8 
where lS the projection operator from T. M to 
P 
T A 
p 
and lS glven by 
There will be two families of null geodesics normal to A corresponding 
to the two null normals Wand X. Let yCw) be a null geodesic along 
W , w being an affine parameter such that W I = C d/ dW) 10 p y (we recall 
that W lS an affine parameter if the covariant derivative of C d/dW) with y 
respect to Cd/dW) vanishes). y We may fix the pseudo-orthonormal basis 
(E I , E2 , E3 , E4) by taking EI = Y , E = X and E = W at 3 4 
A , and using parallel propagation along the null geodesics. For a null 
geodesic yCw) a point q on yCw) lS said to be conjugate to A along 
yCW) if there lS a Jacobi field J along yCw) normal to Cd/dW) and 
y 
not identically zero, which satisfies with respect to the above pseudo-
orthonormal basis ~ - 0 m = 1, 2 ,at q and the initial conditions 
m, n E {I, 2} ,at p - yCO) at A . We note that 
vanishes all along y. We discuss J4 In A pcndix E (after (E3)) . 
3 
J 
l 
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(Some uthors, fo1' example [BE], call q a focal point . ) The following 
lemma lS well-known. 
4.9 LEM MA (Focusing Lemma) . Let Ric(4g)(W, W) ~ 0 everywhere . If 
the "expansion " ( W) 4~AB XAB g is negative on A ~ there will be a point 
conjugate to A along yew) within an affine distance 
Wo = 2/(-(W)XAB'gAB) from A ~ provided y(w) can be extended that far . 
Moreover~ points on a null geodesic beyond any point conjugate to A 
would lie in I+( A) . 
Proof of 4.9. For the first part we refer to Proposition 4 . 4 . 6 and for 
the second part we refer to Proposition 4 . 5 . 14 in [HE] . D 
The spacetime (M , 4g) is said to be causally simple if for every 
Here J (K) lS the causal past of K . In a causally simple spacetime 
dJ+Cs) for any set s must lie on some future directed null geodesics from 
s . This follows from Proposition 4 . 5.10 in [HE] which says that if p and 
q are joined by a non-spacelike curve L(t) which is not a null geodesic 
they can also be joined by a timelike curve . 
A Cauchy surface is a space like hypersurface which every non-spacelike 
curve intersects exactly once . We shall need the following proposition . 
4.1 0 PROPOSI TI ON. Suppose ~ 4 (M, g) has a Cauchy surface. Then 
~ (M 4g~). ll· l , ~s causa y s~mp e . 
Proof of 4.1 0 . By Proposition 6.6 . 3 in [HE] existence of Cauchy 
surface implies "global hyperbolicity" and by Proposition 6 . 6 . 1 in [HE] 
"global hyperbolicity" implies that the spacetime is causally simple. D 
4.11 Remark . Thus if A lS a two dimensional smooth embedded 
submanifold of a Cauchy surface then the points of dJ+(A) are contained In 
the null geodesics with past endpoints on A and orthogonal to A. There 
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are two such families of null geodesics . The following lS an important 
lemma due to Gannon [GIJ. 
4.12 LEMMA. "'-Let N be a simply connected Cauchy surface and A be a 
"'-
two dimensional smooth embedded connected submanifold of N . Then~ with 
reference to the above remark~ a null geodesic of one family cannot meet a 
null geodesic of the other family in aJ+(A) ~ A . 
Proof of 4.12 (References [GIJ, [G2J). Suppose to the contrary that 
there is a null geodesic y belonging to one family meeting a null geodesic 
a belonging to the other family in aJ+(A) off A. Let p and q be 
the endpoints of y and a respectively on A and let T be the path on 
A . . p and q y u OUT form a closed loop 0 aJ+(A) ]Olnlng . In . 
Then , by pushing T a little off A into the family containing a and 
. . . the resulting endpoints . suitable manner, deform 0 to a ]Olnlng In a we can 
closed loop 0 In aJ+(A) meeting A only at the point p and 
transversely there. By choosing a global timelike vector field Y we 
"'-
project 0 along the integral curves of Y to a loop W In N meeting 
"'-A transversely at p . Since N lS simply connected the intersection 
number of w with A lS zero mod 2 . Hence w must meet A In some 
other point r . The integral curve of Y through r is then a time like 
path from A to aJ+(A) which is impossible as aJ+(A) is achronal. 0 
Now we shall state and prove Proposition 1 . 2 In Gannon ' s paper [GIJ . 
We state the proposition as a theorem with a view to application to the 
static perfect fluid spacetime . 
~ 
4.13 THEOREM (Gannon [GIJ) . Let (M, 4g) be a geodesically complete 
smooth pacetime with Cauchy surface N so that M is homeomorphic to 
tv x IR . Suppose on M ~ for all null vectors W ~ Ric( 4g) ABw4wB ::: 0 . 
~ 
Suppo e for ome compact submanifold-with-boundary N c N ~ N ~ N 1--S 
homeomorphic to R3 m1--nus the closed unit ball and suppose aN 1--S a mooth 
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sphere with the inward directed null geodesics orthogonal to 3N 
converging (that is~ the expans~on is negative) ~ everywhere on 
3N . (Here inward means those geodesics which locally project orthogonally 
into N.) 
Then N ~s simply connected. 
Proof of 4.13. Suppose to the contrary N lS nonsimply connected . 
Let 
A 
M be the universal covering space for and 
A 
'IT :M-+M be the 
~ ~ 
corresponding coverlng map. Since M lS diffeomorphic to N x R , 
A 
lS the universal coverlng space for Nand M lS diffeomorphic 
" " " to N x IR • Let 4g be the lift of 4~ g for M . Then clearly N lS a 
Cauchy surface for the spacetime 
A (M, 4" g) 
Let A be one component of Then 'IT restricted to A , 
lS a coverlng map for 3N . lS a 2-sphere which is simply 
connected . Hence 'ITIA lS a diffeomorphism. But for a point p E 3N , 
-1 ~ 
'IT (p) contains more than one point because 'ITl(N) f ° . Hence we have 
more than one component of 'IT- l (3N) . 
But N lS a retract of N, hence 
A 
lS the universal coverlng space N for N Since A lS a 
component of 3'IT-
l (N) and Slnce 3'IT- l (N) has at least two components, A 
lS not the boundary of a compact three dimensional manifold In A N . But 
" lS a retract of M so A does not bound a compact three dimensional 
A 
manifold In M . 
Now, by Proposition 4 . 7, 3J+(A) lS an acronal, embedded, closed, 
" N 
A " 
three dimensional Lipschitz manifold In M . Since M has a Cauchy surface 
by Proposition 4 .10, M lS causally simple. Hence, by Remark 4.11, 3J+(A) 
lS contained In the null geodesics with past end points on A and meeting 
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A orthogonally . By Lemma 4 . 12 the inward directed null geodesics do not 
meet the outgoing null geodesics off A. Hence both families form proper 
A ~ 
closed submanifolds of M with boundary A. Since M is null geodesically 
A 
complete so is M . Hence , by the Focussing Lemma 4.9 the inward directed 
null geodesics (which are everywhere converging on A by hypothesis) must 
leave aJ+(A) within a finite affine distance. That implies that the 
closed submanifold with boundary A consisting of the family of inward 
directed null geodes ics is compact. This contradicts our earlier statement 
that A A does not bound any compact three dimensional manifold in M . 
~ 
Hence N must be simply connected. D 
4.3. Extension to c1 ,1 metric 
We now extend Gannon ' s Theorem for Cl ,l metric 4 g for the case when 
(M, 4 g ) lS the asymptotically Euclidean static perfect fluid space-time of 
Section 4.1. This can be done in a way similar to the extension of 
singularity theorems to the case when the metric is Cl , l , that lS , by 
taking a smooth sequence of metrics and uSlng a sharpened version of the 
Focusing Lemma (ref . page 285 of [HE]). 
Let N be as In Section 4 . 1 and let aNR C N denote the sphere 
Ixl = R In the asympTotic co-ordinate system . In the co - ordinate system 
{t, 1 2 x , x , the two null vectors orthogonal to can be glven by 
4. 14 ±w4 - 4lB[f~ a[x~J [x[ (2g'IT\.Ix 'ITx\.l) -1/2 - + 
axE ax 
r v- l A - 0 - , 
-
i_ as 61 'IT\.I 'IT \.1)-1/2 
-
A - - 1, 2, 3 , ~+g x \2g x x , - a -
where 
4.15 f < 0 , f2 = (4 gAB a 1 ~I a 1 x ~ /14 gAB a~ a~ - v2 (gCtSxCtxS) /1 x 12 
ax ax ~ ax 2x 
and the factors are included so that are 
normalized to give g(+wA, -wA) = -1. Clearly +W - W is a future-
directed , inward directed null vector' orthogonal to aNR . 
Now let y 
a 
a E {2 , 3} , be a fixed smooth local basis vector field 
on and Z 
a 
a E {2, 3} be a local orthonormal (in the 
basis vector field on aN . We have 
R 
4. 16 where 
Clearly 
4. 17 
lS a 2 x 2 matrix. 
metric) 
Hence the expanSlon of the inward directed null geodesics on aN
R 
In the 
4 g metric is glven by 
4. 18 (W) 4 AB _ XAB g 
3 
L 4 g (Z a' 4 \j Z t~ ) 
a=2 a 
By virtue of the asymptotic conditions we have In { t , 1 2 x , x , 
the co-ordinate system 
4. 19 (W) 4 AB XAB g 
3 
- L 
a=2 [
aw 
ax~ -
2 
+ O(l/R) -
6 8 
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Thus for suffi ciently large R , ( W) 4 AB XAB g lS everywhere negative on 
We now fix a particular aNR ' say aN , such that 
( W) 4 AB XAB g lS 
strictly negative everywhere on aN. 
4.20 Remark. {kg} I t i s also clear from 4 . 18 that if . lS a sequence 
of smooth me t r i cs appr oaching t o g In norm on an open set In N 
containing aN then fo r suffi c i ently large k the expans i on of aN In the 
4gk metri c on M defi ned by 
4.21 
lS also negative everywhere on aN. 
We now g l ve a sharpened vers i on of the first part of the Focusing Lemma 
4 . 9 . In fact for null geodes i c congruen ces we have the following result . 
4.22 LEMMA. Let (M, 4g) be a smooth complete spacetime ~ A be a 
~ 
smooth embedded two dimensional spacelike submanifold~ y : [0 , w*J ~ M be 
a null geodesic with past end point on A ~ meeting A orthogonally at p . 
Let (a/aw)yIO = Wlp where W is a given null vector field orthogonal to 
A and satisfying 4VWW = 0 &n a neighbourhood of p . Then if 
e ( W) 4~ABI 
o - XAB g P &s negative ~ and 
for W E [0 , w*J then there will be a point on yew) conjugate to A 
along y within an affine distance Wo = 2((1-2E80-2] 1801) -1 . 
Proof of 4.22. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4 . 9 . For 
the sake of completeness we include the proof in Appendix E . 0 
4.13 ' THEORE M (Extended Gannon ' s Theorem) . Let (M , 4g) be the 
asymptotically Euclidean complete Cl,l static perfect fluid space - time 
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satisfying the null convergence condition and let N be the t - 0 hyper-
surface . ~en N is simply connected. 
Proof of 4. 13 I • We put * _ ( W) 4 AB ( ]
-1 
W - 8 s~ XAB g . Let 
Yp : [0 , w*J + M denote the i nward directed null geodesics with past ends p 
at oN and orthogonal to oN and having parameter length w* . Then 
Y (w ) satisfies t he following ordinary differential equations In the p 
co- ordinate system {t , 1 2 x , x , 
4.23 d
2t 
0 --
dw 2 
d2xC'i C'i dxS dx° 
+ fSo - 0 
dw 2 dw dw 
-4.24 
with initial condi tion Y (0) = p p ( 0/ ow) I = WI , where W I lS the p p p 
inward directed null vector orthogonal oN and by 4 . 14 . C'i to lS glven fSo 
are 
U 
PEoN 
the Christoffel symbols 
We take an open set Ns 
ye N x [0 , 2W*WO (P) ] P 5 
of the metric 
c N such that 
where 
g . 
l\[ lS 5 
is the 
compact and 
Oth component of WI · p 
ow let {kg} be a sequence of smooth complete Riemannian metrics on 
N and {kV} b f th f t· N h h {kg} e a sequence 0 smoo unc lons on suc t at and 
{kV} converge to g and V respectively in Cl , :\ , :\ E (0 , 1) , norm on 
NS . Let 4gk be as In 4 . 21 . By Remark 4 . 20 we may assume that for each 
k the expanslon Sk (p) of oN In the 4g k metric lS negative everywhere 
on oN and say , 
4.25 3 . (W) 4 AB inf Iskl 1 inf (W) 4 AB - lnf XAB g > > XAB g 2 - - 2 oN oN oN 
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Let k [0, w*J -+ M denote the . . null geodesics with past Yp . lngolng . 
.:'nds at aN and orthogonal to aN In the 4 metric . From 4 . 14 it gk 
follows that the initial tangent vectors In the 4gk metric 
approaches wi p as k tends to infinity. Thus for all sufficiently large 
k we have 
4.26 
This is because the solution of the geodesic equations depend continuously 
on the initial positions , initial tangent vectors and the coefficients by 
the standard theorems of ordinary differential equations (see, for example, 
Theorem 2 .1 on page 94 in [HAJ). Also Slnce NS x [0, 2w*WO(P)] lS compact 
there is an upper bound for the components of and w In 
NS x [0, 2W*WO(P)] . Hence for sufficiently large k we find s > ° with 
4.27 1 I (W) 4 AB 2 > -s > - inf I XAB g 16 aN 
We now fix a particular k , say k ' , such that 4.26 and 4.27 hold for 
4gk , . As in the proof of 4 . 13 let A be a component of n-l(aN) where 
'" M -+ M lS the universal coverlng map for M 4 . 2S and 4 . 27 glve 
along k ' Y (w) p 
1 
-s > - inf 
4 aN 
for w < w* . 
Hence by Lemma 4.22 the inward directed null geodesics will leave 
aJ+(A) within parameter length 
4 18k , 1-
1 
< 8 sup (W) 4 AB -1 - w* sup 
- XAB - . 
aN aN 
Hence, the proof of 4 . 13 , aJ+(A) the 4 metric bounds a as In In gk ' 
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"'-
compact set in M so that N must be simply connected . 0 
As a consequence of the extended Gannon's Theorem 4 . 13' and our maln 
theorem we prove the following theorem. This result has been claimed in 
[LB] assuming the Poincare conjecture to be true . In fact the asymptotic 
conditions and Gannon ' s Theorem imply that N has the same homotopy as 
([LB]). What we have shown here is that a fake 3-cell cannot occur In N 
and hence N lS diffeomorphic to IR3 . 
4.28 THEOREM. A complete asymptotically Euclidean static perfect 
fluid space-time having connected fluid region and satisfying the time like 
convergence condition is diffeomorphic to IR3 x IR • 
Proof of 4.28. By the extended Gannon ' s Theorem N lS simply 
connected and hence our main Theorem 1 .1 applies . 0 
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CHAPTER V 
MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS AND GENERALIZATIONS 
5.0. 
In this chapter we discuss varlOUS generalizations to Theorem 1.1 and 
some further applications to general relativity. In particular in Section 
5 . 2 we show how Theorem 1.1 can be generalized to suitable space-like hyper-
surfaces in a certain class of space-times, not necessarily static or 
perfect fluid. As before the results are different from those in 
the paper of Frankel and Galloway [FG]; for example , using the asymptotic 
conditions we can allow certain terms (~l and ~2) to vanish i dentically 
outside a connected set ,whereas the results in [FG] requlre that 
ess inf (~1+~2) > 0 for all compact subsets K of the 3- manifold whose 
K 
topology lS to be investigated. 
5 . 1 . 
Here we glve an alternative definition of Q c N : 
Q is connected , ess inf (~1+~2) > 0 for all compact sets 
K 
Kc Q and - 0 on 
Because of the following lemma the maln Theorem 1 . 1 continues to hold 
with Q defined as above . 
5. 1 LEMMA. Let Q be defined as above . Suppose ~l + ~2 ~ 0 on N . 
If there exi ts an embedded area minimizing (defined in 2 . 1) minimal C2 
sphere S on N ~ Q then ~l - 0 on each component of N ~ Q with 
clo ure intersecting S . 
5.2 Remark. In the above lemma we continue to assume that N lS 
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simply connected so that S separates N . The assumption that V lS a 
positive Cl , l function on N lS also used . 
Proof of 5. 1 . Since <P = 0 2 on N ~ Q the equation (Al) In Appendix 
A i mplies that <Pl lS a Lipschitz function on N ~ Q and 
5.3 
Hence <P = CV
2 
on N~ Q where by virtue of <Pl + <P2 > 0 C (which lS 1 - , 
constant on each c omponent of N~ Q) lS non - negative . 
Now as i n t he proof of Theor em 2 . 8 we can appr oximate S by a sequence 
of C2 spheres St ' t + O . We can take St C N ~ Q because S 
separates Nand Q lS connect ed . The fact that S . . . . lS area - mlnlmlzlng 
and <Pl is continuous on (each component of) N~ Q glves (using 2 . 7) that 
lim Is <P V2 - 0 Hence r CV4 = 0 - . . t~o 1 JS 
t 
But V > 0 . Hence on S C - 0 glvlng <Pl - 0 on each component 
of N ~ Q with closure intersecting S . 0 
5.4 Remark. If we use an extra asymptotic condition that the scalar 
curvature R of g lS 0(1) then it follows that <Pl = 0 on each 
unbounded component of N ~ Q without the assumption that an area 
minimizing sphere S exists in N ~ Q This is because from 1 . 2 we have 
R = 6V + 3<Pl and by hypothesis 6V = 0 . However by Theorems 2 . 2 and 2 . 8 
if such S does not exist then N lS topologically Euclidean and hence the 
conclusion of the main theorem follows without the above mentioned 
asymptotic decay of R 
5.5 Remark. Arguments similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 5 . 1 
show that we can also define Q as follows : Q is connected, 
ess inf (<Pl +<P 2) > 0 for all compact sets K c Q and <Pl = 0 In N ~ ~ . K 
Then (Al) In Appendix A i mplies that glvlng 
where C lS constant on each component of N ~ Q The same arguments as 
before then imply that <P = 0 2 - on each component of N ~ Q with closure 
intersecting S . 
We shall now discuss some generalizations of equation 1.2. 
5.6 LEMMA. T.he main T.heorem 1.1 continues to hold with the usual 
conditions on V, g , Pl and <P2 if we replace 1.2 by 
5.7 C <P g > Ric(g)~Q - V-1V 1 1 as - Uof-l ;as almost everywhere 
where Cl &S a constant. 
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The first inequality In 5.7 lS added to ensure that <Pl - 0 on N ~ Q 
implies 
5.8 on N ~ Q 
Proof of 5.6. 5 . 8 enables us to apply the reasonlng of Chapter III 
(in particular we refer to Theorem 3 . 22) to prove that no embedded C2 
totally geodes ic sphere exists in N ~ Q To prove our assertion that 
Theorem 1 .1 holds with 1.2 replaced by 5 . 7 we now simply need to use the 
inequality 
2 a S 2( I V Ric(g)(n , n) + Vl'1V - VV an n ::: V <P +P21 ;a f-l 1-
In 2 . 7 instead of the equality . The rest of the arguments In the proof of 
Theorem 2 . 8 then apply and Slnce there lS no embedded C2 totally geodesic 
sphere in N ~ Q , it follows that N must be diffeomorphic to 3 IR 
5.9 Remark. It is important to note that when <Pl satisfies the 
inequality 5 . 7 the contracted Bianchi identity for g may no longer be 
equivalent to 
o 
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Hence we should be careful In uSlng the alternative definition of Q glven 
In the paragraph preceding Lemma 5 . 1 . However in an open set where 
Pl = 0 , the above relation continues to hold because in this case 5.7 
becomes an equality . 
5.2. Further applications to general relativity 
We shall now apply Theorem 1 . 1 to a complete , asymptotically Euclidean 
(that is , the induced metric satisfies the asymptotic conditions 1.4) simply 
connected space-like hyper-surface N in a suitable class of space-times 
(M, 4g) , not necessarily static . In particular we shall show that Theorem 
4 . 28 holds for any static space - time , not necessarily perfect fluid, under 
similar asymptotic and energy conditions (here by energy conditions we mean 
the conditions on the energy-momentum tensors which will be equivalent to 
the usual conditions on Pl and ¢2 in condition (b) of Theorem 1 . 1) . 
Let (M, 4 g ) and N be as above . In a neighbourhood of N In M we 
write 
4 g - _V2dt 2 + g dxadx B , S E {l 2 3} 
a, '" as 
where {xa} , a = 1, 2, 3 lS a co-ordinate system on N 
Suppose g and V restricted to N 
are respectively Cl,l Riemannian metric and Cl ,l positive function. 
The unit time-like vector field 
co-ordinate system, by 
5 .1 0 o u -1 V a . at ' 
a u -
A 
u on N lS glven In the above 
o , a - 1, 2, 3 . 
Using the Gauss-Codazzi embedding equations we get 
5. 11 
5. 12 
where lS the second fundamental form of 
- st st ap So as pog g . As usual and 
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N In M, 
, denote 
respectively the Laplacian and covariant differentiation relative to the g 
metric and the indices are raised by as g . 
For pEN there exist A(p) and A(p) such that 
5. 13 
< A(p)g(X, X)I 
P 
for all vectors X tangent to N at p . We shall take 
5. 14 
and 
5. 15 
Now we suppose that 41 and 42 satisfies the following conditions: 
5. 16 (i) on N 41 + 42 > 0 42 ::: 0 and CCP > A for some , - , 1 -
constant C . and , 
(ii) there exists a connected set QCN with 
ess inf (CPl +4 2) > 0 for all compact Kc Q and K 
41 = cP - 0 on Nrv () -2 
--
Then by virtue of Lemma 5 . 6 our maln Theorem 1.1 applies and g lves N 
to be diffeomorphic to R3 . In particular if N lS a Cauchy surface , then 
by a well known theorem due to Geroch (see Proposition 6.6 . 8 in [HE]) M 
will be diffeomorphic to R3 x R . 
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In case the Cauchy surface N lS not a pr~or~ known to be simply 
connected, Gannon's Theorem (see Theorems 4 . 13 , 4 . 13' and the paragraph 
preceding 4 . 13) can be used to prove that N is simply connected provided 
4 (M, g) is geodesically complete and satisfies the null convergence 
condition, and on N, V satisfies the asymptotic condition 4 . 6. 
As an example we now consider the case of a static space-time (M, 4g) 
not necessarily perfect fluid . We assume (M, 4g) to be asymptotically 
Euclidean in the sens~ of 1 . 4 and 4 . 6; and to satisfy 
5.17 
for all null vectors K. Hence any t = constant hyper-surface N lS 
simply connected (by Gannon ' s Theorem 4 . 13 '). 
Since the metric is static we have ~aS = 0 . Hence 5 .11 and 5.12 
become 
and 
Let 
and 
where 
-1 4-2 V ~V - Ric( g)ooV 
. (4) -2 
- RlC g ooV 
t,e infimum lS over all vectors X tangent to N at p 
Let n be any unit vector tangent to N . Putting 
5 . 17 we have 
A 
u 
A 
+ n In 
where we have used the fact Ric(g)oS - 0 by Codazzi ' s equation Slnce N 
lS totally geodesic In M . 
Thus <PI + cf>2 > o . If we strengthen the assumption 5.17 to 
5.18 
( _A - uA J for all time-like vectors W we get in particular taking W-
4 -2 Ric( g )OOV > 0 . 
Let () be a connected set in N such that on Q , ess inf (<PI + <P 2) o-
K 
-
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> 
for all compact sets KCQ . and N"-'Q, Ric( 4g) 0 We shall call on -, - . 
Q the "non-vacuum region". Since the conditions 5.16 (i) and (ii) are 
satisfied , the main Theorem 1.1 applies . Hence we have proved the 
following theorem (compare with Theorem 4.28). 
5.19 THEOREM. Let (M~ 4g ) be an asymptotically Euclidean (in the 
sense of 1 .4 and 4.6), geodesically complete static space- time satisfying 
the time - like convergence condition (5.18). If (M~ 4g) has connected 
non- vacuum region (defined above) then M is diffeomorphic to IR 3 x R . 
5.20 Remark. Since for a static space-time N lS totally geodesic, 
it follows from 4 .19 that we do not need to assume the asymptotic 
condition 4.6 to apply Gannon's theorem. Hence condition 4 . 6 can be 
dropped from the hypothesis of the above theorem . 
0 
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APPENDIX A 
In this appendix we glve the proof of the well-known fact that the 
"contracted Bianchi identity" for g implies that P lS a Lipschitz 
function on N and almost everywhere 
(AI) -1 P;s = -V (p+p)V;S 
where p = (~2-~1)/16TI and p = (~2+3~1)/16TI . 
We shall also show (as mentioned In Remark 1 . 9) that p and pare 
functions of V with 
VV(x) = O} are connected sets for each 
t E Range V and the set C = {x E N I VV(x) = O} has measure zero . 
The latter two assumptions are made for the sake of simplicity; it may be 
they can be dropped . 
Our assumptions however cover a much more complicated situation than 
that described in [KS] where it is assumed that V has only one critical 
point . 
For any Wl ,p vector field b S on N having compact support In N 
we have 
(A2) 
where R lS the scalar curvature of g . 
The above equation is obtained by approximating g with a sequence of 
smooth metrics In W2 ,p , contracting the contracted Bianchi identities of 
the smooth metrics with bS , integrating by parts to get rid of the terms 
involving the third derivatives of the metric and finally taking the limit . 
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We note that the integration by parts lS possible Slnce the contracted 
Bianchi identity is in the divergence form . We have 
(A3) R = 1>2 + 31>1 
Putting 1 . 2 and (A3) in (A2) we get 
(A4) 
Now V satisfies the following weak form of the commutation rule 
(AS) 
which can be obtained by uSlng the fact that V lS W2 ;p and the 
corresponding pointwise relation . Replacing b 6 In (AS) by which 
is also a valid test function we have 
(A6) 
Hence uSlng 1 . 3, 1 . 2 and (A4) In (A6) and simplifying we get 
Thus P = (1)2-<Pl )/16TI has bounded weak derivative . Hence p lS 
Lipschitz on N and almost everywhere we have 
Thus we have proved (Al). 
Now we can show that p lS constant on level sets of V . We have 
By Sard-type theorem (ref. page 56 in [LS1]) for 1 L -almost every 
t E IR we have 
and v-let) ~ C lS a (connected by hypothesis) two dimensional Cl 
s ubmanifold . Thus for such t glven any there exists a 
2 neighbourhood u of q In N with (V, x , as a co-ordinate system 
In it . By (AI) on U n (V-l(t) ~ C) we have a dp/dX - 0 a E {2, 3} . 
Hence P lS constant on v-let) ~ C Slnce by hypothesis it lS connected . 
Now we consider an arbitrary t E Range V . We have sequences {t~} 
J 
and {t~} with 
J 
where for each 
+ 
lim t-' - t 
J-W:> J 
-1 ( ±) V t . 
J 
submanifold . We claim 
Here , for A . eN , 
J 
lim A . 
J-W:> J 
means 
and - . + t . <t<t . , 
J J 
lS a connected 2-dimensional 
{x E N I x - lim x. for some sequence {x .} with x . EA .} . 
J J J J 
To see this let x E dV-l(t) Then there exists 0 > 0 and 
Y E Bo(x) with V(y) - s t t . Without loss of generality we assume 
s > t Since V lS continuous there exists E > 0 such that for all 
. V(w) ::: (s+t)/2 an d B (y) c B ( x ) . 
E 0 We take J large enough 
so that t~ < (s+t)/2 . 
J Now there exists a r. > 0 J such that V > t~ J on 
B (x) 
r . We consider the solid cone formed by joining the vertex x with 
J 
points on B ( ) . On each ray from x to B ( ) there exists a point z with E E 
V( z) = t ~ 
J Since Z f Bp.(x) we have H2(V- 1 (t;l n Ba(X)) > o . But 
J 
H2(V- l (t+.) n c') - 0 . . . I Hence, Slnce 0 > 0 lS arbitrary, x lS a Ilmlt 
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point of V-l(t~) ~ C . Thus 
J' 
8V-l (t) c (~im V-l(t~) ~ c] u (~im V-l(t ~) ~ 
J~ J J~ J ci . ) 
The reverse inclusion is trivial. Hence we have proved (A8). 
Let 
+ r- - lim 
J~ 
Then p r + d lS constant on an on r Also 
Suppose the interior of v-let) lS nonempty. Then, by (AI), p lS 
constant on each component of the interior of V-l(t). Since the interior 
must have closure intersecting either or r we find that 
p can have only two values on v-Ie t) . But by hypothesis v-let) lS 
connected . Also p lS continuous. Hence p lS constant on V-I (t) . 
For almost all t E IR , p lS constant on v-let) ~ C because (AI) 
implies dp/dV -1 - - V (p+p) In the co-ordinate system (v, 2 x , In some 
neighbourhood U of q E v-let) ~ C . Since , for such t, 
H
2 (V- l (t) n C) - 0 we can take p to be constant on v-let) if necessary 
b d f
· . f F b . t l' f V-I ( t ) Y re e lnlng p on a set 0 measure zero . or ar ltrary 
has got nonempty interior then, by 1 . 3, P = 3p - constant there. Now we 
3 
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show that the remalnlng set S has H -measure zero so that p need not be 
defined on S Let T c R be the set of all t where (A7) does not hold . 
Then Ll(T) - 0 and S - U v-let) . By the co-area formula and 
tET 
definition of C we have, on any local chart (Bi' ~i) , 
f I \lVI SrvCnB . 
1., 
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slnce On 3 rv C , I \lV I > 0 . Hence 3 H (3 rv C) = 0 . But 
by hypothesis H3 (C) = 0 This completes the proof of 
the second assertion . 0 
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APPE NDIX B 
The following well-known formula has been used often . Let S be a C2 
surface In (N , g) Then we have , for any C2 function ~ on N , 
(Bl ) 
where as usual ~ and V are respectively the Laplacian and the gradient 
operator In the g metric , ~S is the Laplacian on S in the induced 
me t ric on S , n is the unit normal vector on Sand H lS the mean 
curvature of S . 
To prove ( Bl) le t as as - a - S h = g - n n , where n lS a local extension of 
n , and let II denote the covariant different i at i on on S in the induced 
metric . Then 
Hence we get 
- (~ h P I haS 
; P a) liS 
- [~ h P I haShThE 
; P T) a S ;E 
slnce n hTE - 0 • 
T 
which implie s ( Bl) . o 
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APPENDIX C 
Here we deduce Robinson 's inequality 3 . 38 on N ~ Q (see also [RJ) . 
(Notice that our computation avoids the assumption that V lS analytic used 
in the argument of [RJ.) 
(Cl) (FV-1W;a+Gwv ;a) ' a > 0 
, 
where 
(C2) 
and 
(C3) 
Here W - Ivvl
2
, 0 < V < 1, 6V = 0 (on N ~ ~ ) and c , a are 
constants . We note that on N ~ Q 
We recall that w l S (locally) C2 on N ~ Q Hence 
2 ( 2) 4 (2) 2 ( 2) 5 2 ( 2) 4 
- 12c Vw / 1-V + 48 c V +a W V / 1-V + 12c Vw / 1-V 
where we have used 6V = 0 . 
At points where w # 0 we add and subtract 3Flvw1 2 /4VW to obtain 
(C4) (FV-1W;a+Gwv;a) ' a 
, 
. 3 -1 ~ - 4 -5 . a -41 121 
- ~4FV w [v w6w-4V wV ; a w ' -3V Vw J 
- -1 -1 1 (2) 12 + ~ V w F Vw+ 8w WV / 1-V 
Now we show that at points where W # 0 we have 
(C5) - 4 - 5 . a 4 2 rv By 4 V w6w - 4 V w V w ' - 3 v-I Vw 1 = R RVv > 0 ;a aBy 
--- ------------, 
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where R = 2R 
a(3y a[S ;yJ Here and In what follows we have used the notation 
T = ~ (T -T ) . 
a ... [ Sy J ... TO, ... Sy ... TO, ... Y S ... T' 
Differentiating we obtain that, almost everywhere In 
R 
aSy 
Since N lS three dimensional and R - 0 on N ~ Q we get , almost 
everywhere In N ~ Q , 
R~Qy - 2V- l (g [ RQJ +g [QR J ) V;T - 2V- 2V [ V QJ u.iJ a Y iJ T T iJ Y a- ; Y ; iJ a 
where we have used RQ~ = V-1V and 
iJ L ; ST v V - -V V ;[y ;SJa ;[ S ;yJa . Hence , 
uSlng we get , almost everywhere, 
This implies 
- v-4 (g w ga[Yw;SJ+ 8g w V;[SV;YJa+16V V v;[Sv;YJal 
a[y ; SJ a[y ;SJ ;[S ;yJa ) 
- v- 4[o [Yw;SJw +8w V;[ Sv;yJ +16V V v;[Sv;yJal y ;S ; S y;S ;ya ) 
= v-
4 (lvw I2-4w v;yv;S +8wV v;ya_ 8(v v;Sal (v;Yv I] ; S y ; yo, ; S ) ; yo, ) 
where we have used 6V = o . Thus almost everywhere on N ~ Q we have 
(C6) 
Now, as In 3.41, we have 2V v;ay - 6w + 2R V; TV; S Hence uSlng -;ay TS 
2R V;T -1 - V w we get -T(3 ;(3 
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Putting this expresslon In (C6) we get (C5) . 
From (C4) and (C5) we get 
(C7) (FV-l,,;Ct+A,v;Ct) .~ > 0 . h ~ w vw . ~ at pOlnts were 1.J F 0 . 
, 
But the left hand side vanishes identically on any open set where 1.J = 0 . 
1 · f 11 b f h .. f (FV-l?,;Ct+A'v;Ct).~. 0 Hence our calm 0 ows ecause 0 t e contlnulty 0 w vw ~ 
, 
APPENDIX D 
We show that (as claimed in Chapter III, 3.44) 
From 3 . 37 we have In the asymptotic co-ordinate system for some 
8 E (0, A) where A is as in 1 . 4, 
and 
where 
(D2) 
Also we have 
and 
Hence 
v = mxll II x 13 + 0 (I x 1-2- 8) , 
;11 
- lim rTIR2ktal(R3/8m3) (_4m2/R5) + 
R-7<XJ 
= -2n(c+a) 1m , 
slnce by (D2) there exists at least one R E (r, 2r) such that 
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Similarly 
lim ( Gwg (Rn, VV) 
R-¥X> ) S 
R 
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= lim [4TIR2 (6(c+a)R4/l6m4 + O(R3)) ((m2 IR4) (mIR2) + O(R-6 - S))] 
R-¥X> 
= 3TI(c+a)/2m . 
Hence (Dl) follows . 0 
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APPENDIX E 
Proof of Lemma 4.22. We choose the pseudo - orthonormal basis vectors 
along yew) as follows: at A E4 - W , El and E2 are mutually 
orthogonal unit tangent vectors of A , E3 lS null and 
propagation along the null geodesics with tangent vectors W. We shall 
first deduce the ("vorticity free") Raychaudhuri equation for null 
geodesics (ref: [HE], pages 86-88 , 100-101). 
Let J be the Jacobi field along yew) with initial conditions 
(El) [ 3'~ = x"",J" (yCw») 
J y w 
, m, n E {I, 2} , 
and 
( E2) 
where (W) (see 4.8 Chapter IV) a symmetric matrix . We note X = ~ In lS mn 
that (E2) and the Jacobi equation 
(E3) [a 2fl -
-II 4B4J3 (y (w)) 
dW
2 J 
-
y w 
implies that J3 vanishes all along Y (note that 3 R 4B4 = 0 ) . Also for 
null geodesics we are not interested In the tangential component J4 , that 
lS, we identify the vector fields differing only in the tangential 
direction . (Note that J4 satisfying 
lS determined by Jl and J2 up to addition of a term linear In w . ) 
Thus (E3) becomes 
• 
• 
.. 
(E4) n, m - {l, 2} . 
Now ~ also satisfies the following ordinary differential equation 
(E5) 
Hence ~(y(W)) can be expressed in terms of their values at some 
point say yeO) , by (see pages 68-69 in [eL]) 
(E6 ) 
where A (w) lS a smooth 2 x 2 matrix function of wand 
nm 
dA 
A (0) = cS , 
nm mn 
nm 
dw (0) = Xmn 
A will become singular when the first point conjugate to A along nm 
Y is reached . Putting (E6) In (E4) we get 
2 
(E7) L R 4I4A I . I=l n m 
Multiplying (E7) with and uSlng (A -l)ml 
2 
L R
n4n4 = Ric(4g)(W, W) 
n=l 
we get (as long as AmI lS non-singular) 
(E8) 
Now we define 
m,n 
e - Trace e 
mn 
a - e kecS 2mn mn mn 
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and 
Then 
w 
mn 
2 
o 
mn 
2 2 20 + ~8 [lz L rrA- I ) dAml + (A-I) dAnnJ 2 l L In dw lm dw J - L m,n 
dAml dAnk 
= L w2 + 
rrm m,n l,m,k,n 
(A -1) In ( -1) dw A" km dw 
m,n 
Now we show that w - 0 
rrm 
We have 
But initially dA /dw = 
nm 
- ~ L 
m , l 
- 0 
Hence, all along y , A w A - 0 . 
mp rrm nk 
nonsingular) so that 
(E9) 2 2 20 + ~8 
m,n 
Now from (EB) we get 
(E10) 
Hence uSlng (E9) we get 
(Ell) 
[-A R A +A RAJ 
mp m4l4 lk mk m4l4 lp 
A w A k = 0 mp rrm n initially. 
Hence w - 0 
rrm 
(as long as A 
mp 
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lS 
94 
(Ell) lS called the ("vorticity free") Raychaudhuri equation for null 
geodesics . From (Ell) we have, using Ric(4g)(W, W) ~ -s for w E [ 0 , w*J 
Initially 
Hence -1 8 will become 
I 
d8 - 1 -2 
--:=-- > 1: - s8 . dw 2 
-1 
- 8
0 
< 0 and also 18 2 s < ~ 0 
zero within an affine distance 
for 
But -1 8 = (de t A) ( d / dw ) ( de t A) 
[0, w*J . 
where 
(d/dw)(det A) is finite by (E7). Hence there will be a point of y 
within affine distance w < w* o conjugate to A along y . D 
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